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ln~roduc~ion to Forest Valuation 
and I nvestment Analysts 
I. INTEREST AND THE tiME Vt\l.UE OF MONEY 
Nos t foresters and forest landowners are aware that money has a 
time value. A dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. If 
you borrow $1,000 from the bank today, you would hsve to pay back more 
than $1,000 in 90 days. The term forest economists use for this concept 
is the t :!me value of money: t he closer to today you receive a sum of 
money, the greater its present value. 
Two aspects of forestry investments require that we understand the 
time value of money: high investment costs and the long period of time 
often involved. the first aspect, high investment costs, means that we 
often invest quite a lot of money in stand establishment or other 
forestry practices in anticipation of future profit or other benefits. 
The second aspect, the long period of time involved, means a period will 
pass before most forestry investments produce cash retu rns. Together, 
these aspects of forestry force us to carefully consider the time value 
of money in our management decisions. 
Interest is used to equate values of money over time. Interest is 
the "rent" paid for the use of money. If you borrow $1,000 frow the 
bank today, you will expect to pay back $1,000 plus an iuteres t payment 
in 90 days. The interest added to the $1,000 makes the value of the 
repayment in 90 days exactly equal in tel:lDs of value to the original 
$1,000 (i.e., the interest accounts for the time val ue of n:oney). 
I 
2 
11. CASH FLCX~ DIAGRAMS AND EQOlVALEHCE 
Cash Flow Diagrams 




more than one receipt. For example, if you borrowed $1,000 and paid it I 
back with three monthly payments, you would have one receipt and three I payments. The four cash transactions represent a cash flow. The cash 
flow diagr8111 is a useful tool for analyzing costs and revenues, by I 
providing a handy means of representing their timing. The basis of a 
cash flo-w diagram is a time line, identifying each interest period I 
(usually a year). Arrows pointing upward at a period indicate income 
I and arrows pointing downward at a period indicate costs. Figure l shows 
a time line for an initial investment of $5,000, costs of $1,000 for 
each of the next four years, and a $16,000 income at the end of year S. 
I Income! 
• 












TWo amounts of money can be equated if the proper interest rate is 
used. The equivalent value of the amounts of money must be defined at a 
specific point in time. So investment analysis requires two values for 
each income and each cost: the dollar amount and when it occurs. When 
both values are known, equivalence between 81110Unts of money can be 































Exa111o le I 
You borrow SlOO today a nd promise to repay the principal 
($100) in one year, plus 10 percent interest. The future 
value of the $100 to the lender is: 
Future Value • $100 + ($100 x 0.10) • $110. 
Thus, $100 today and $110 in one year are equivalent, at a 10 
percent interest rate. 
3 
4 I 
III. PRESENT AND FUTURE VALUES I 
I~terest is the device that equates sums of money over time. It is II 
used to equate a sum of money today with a future sum of money. For 
example, suppose you placed $100.00 in a savings account for 5 years at I 
8 percent interest. How l!IUch money will be in the account after 5 
years? On a year-to-year basis, the solution is: 
After Year 1 : $100.00 + $100.00(0.08) ~ $108.00 
After Year 2.: $108.00 .. $108.00(0.08) ; $116.64 
After Year 3: $116.64 + $116.64(0.08) • $125.97 
After Year 4: $125.97 + $125.97(0.08) 
" 
$136.05 
After Year 5: $136.05 + $1.36. 05 (0. 08) • $146.93. 
This is an example of equivalence. At 8 percen1: interest, $100.00 
today is equivalent to $146.93 in five years. If you look closely at 
the calculations above, you'll probably notice a pattern to the steps 
used in solving the problem. It is possible to develop a formula that 
combines these steps. First, we'll need to define a few terms; let: 
V 0 = the preseat value of a sum of money (or the _!alue in year }l.), 
V s the future value of a sum of money (or the _!alue after year~), 
n 
i ~ the interest rate expressed as a decimal 
(for example, 8% " .08), and 
n • the ~umber of interest bearing periods (usually years). 
Notice in the above calcula tioa that the value at the end of any 
year can be obtained by multiplying the beginaing value by (1 + .08) or 
(1.08}. That is, on a year-to-year basis: 
After Year 1: $100.00(1.08) • $108.00 
After Year 2: $108.00(1.08) • $116.64 

































After Year 4: $125.97( 1.08) ; $136.05 
After Year 5: $13&.05(1.08) • $146.93 
Note that the beginning value for any year is the ending value for 
the prior year. The year 5 value ($146.93) could be derived by 
multiplying the initial $100 by a series of (l.OS)'s: 
$100.00(1.08)(1.08) (1.08)(1.08)(1.08). $146.93 
To s i.mplify the math: 
$100.00(1.08)5 - $146.93 
This example illus trates the effect of compound interest. Similar 
calculatioas can be performed in a general mauner using mathe~~~atical 
notat ion, rather than actual numbers. In terms of our earlier 
definitions: 
v0 • the present value of a sum of money = $100.00 
V = the future value of a sum of money = $146.93 
n 
i = the interest rate expressed as a decimal • 0.08 
n = number of years ~ 5 
We want to develop a relations hip be1:Ween the present value of a sum of 
money (V 
0
) and the future value of the same sum of 1110ney (V n). This 
relationship is defined by the expression (1 + i)0 • The future value of 
a sum of money is related to the present value by the future value of a 
single sum fonnula: 
V = v (1 + i)n 
n o (1) 
Note that the int erest rate in formula 1 ~st be expressed as a deci~~~al 
(10% e 0.10). Figure 2 shows the relationship between t he present value 
of a single sum and the future value of a single sum. This cash flow 
diagram shows a future value (V ) occurring "n" periods after a present 
D 
value (V ). 
0 
6 
Compound interest 1llllltipl1ers are listed in separate columns of 
Appendix A. Each table in Appendix A lists mult i pliers for a different 
interest rate (tables Al to AlB correspond to interest rates Qf from 1 
to 18 percent) . Column 1 gives the value of ( 1 + i) n for selected 
values of "i" and "n". Note that the factor for (1.08) 5 is 1.46933, and 
using equation (1) for the previous problem: 
vs ~ $100(1.46933) ~ $146.93 
1 • X 






o - 1 n 
Figure 2. Cash flow diagram for single sums. 
The diagram on the last page of the lDOlnual, titled COMPOUND 
INTEREST FORMULAS, shows forurulas used for different types of cash 
flows. The diagram also refers you to the appropriate Appendix table to 
get the multiplier for each formula. The diagram is intended as a handy 
guide for solving problems, aod is presented on the last page for quiek 
reference. 
The alternative to using the tabulated values, of course, is to 
calculate them directly ll'.l.th a hand-held calculator. Many cal culators 
are programmed to determine present and future values, and other 




































5 used, however, to determine multiplier values (for (1.08) , for example, 
~ 
enter 1.08 y 5 E and the calculator should display 1.4693281). 
Example 2 ----------------------------------------------------------
What is the future value of $100.00 compounded for 10 years at 
8 percent interest? 
VD ; VO(l + i)n 
10 
- $100.00(1 + .08) 
• $100.00(1.08) 10 
= $100.00(2.15892) from column 1, Appendix Table A8 
• $215.89 
Equation l can also be used to solve for the present value of a 
future sum of money. Solving Equation L for V 0 gives the 
present value of a single sum formula: 
(2) 
Column 2 of the tables in Appendix A gives the multiplier (the 
bracketed term above) to discount the future value of a single sum of 
money to its present value. That is, it gives the value of 1/(1 + i)n 
for selected values of "i" and "n". Note that the multiplier in Example 
3 c:an be obtained frou column 2 of Table All. The value of 1/(1.11) 12 
is 0. 28584. Also note that the formula table on the last page of the 
lll3nual refers you to column 2 of Appendix A for the present value of a 
single sum. 
Calculations involving formula 1 are called compounding; 
calculations involving formula 2 are called discounting. The interest 
8 
rate used in formulas I and 2 is also called the discount rate, the 
cost of caoital, or the alternative rate of return. 
Example 3 ----------------------------------------------------------
An investment will return $10,000 in 12 years. You use an ll 
percent interest rate to evaluate investments. What can you 
afford to pay for this investment today and earn 11 percent 













































1. If $800.00 is placed in a savings account earning 11 pe~cent 
annually, how much will be in the account in 7 years7 
2. If you hold a $100,000.00 bond due in 9 years, what is its present 
value at a 5 percent interest rate? 
3. You are considering an investment in forest fertil12ation that will 
increase yield by 10 cords to the acre in 11 years. 1£ a cord of 
pulpwood is expected to be worth $16.00 in 11 years, how much could 
you pay for fert Uiza tton today and earn 7 pe.rceot on the 
investment? 
4. You are offered $6,500.00 today for your loblolly pine plantation 
that you expect to be worth $10,000 in 6 years. If your cost of 
capital is 7 percent, should you accept the offer? 
/ 
10 I 
5. You invest $2,500 in a money market account that pays !0 percent, 







6. What is the present value of $100,000 that is due in 10 years? Use I 






























7. You are considering an investment of $10.00 per acre l.n timber 
stand improve~ent. The stand will be harvested in 14 years. Using 
a 6 percent interest rate, how much additional harvest value lliUSt 
be generated to justify the investment. ? 
8. You have cruised a private tract and determined that $380,000 worth 
of timber is 011 the t ract. You will have to wait two years to 
harvest the tract. due to the landowner's restrictions. If the 
value remains constant and your cost of capital 1e 10 percent, how 
much could you pay fo r the tiwber today? 
12 
lV. MONTHLY COMPOUNDING 
Monthly interest is more familiar to many people than any other 
type of interest. Although often stated on an annual basis, compounding 
interest on a monthly basis is very common. 
If an annual interest rate is given fot monthly compounding, the 
monthly interest rate is the annual rate divided by 12. For example, 18 
percent interest compounded monthly is 1~ percent per month. The term 
"n" in our equations represents the number of compounding periods. or 
months in this case. All of our formulas assume interest is compounded 
annually, but they are easily modified to non-annual compounding 
periods: simply use 11i" divided by the number of compounding periods 
per year as the interest rate, and multiply the number of years by the 
number of compounding periods per year to get "n." 
Example 4 
'lou place $100 in a savings account that pays 12 percent 
interest, compounded monthly. How much will be in the account 
in 2 years? 
The account will pay 1 percent per month (12 percent/12 
months) for 24 months (n: 2*12). In terms of equation 1, the 
final value will be: 
24 
v24 a $100(1.01) : $126.97 
The multiplier can be obtained from column 1 of Appendix Table 
Al. 
The 12 percent interest rate is called a nominal interest rate or 






































11ill quote. But, isn't the effective interest rate bound to be greater 
than 12 percent? Compounding takes place from month-to-month and 
interest is paid on accumulated interest as 11ell as the unpaid balance. 
The effective rate for monthly payments is given by: 
12 i •(1+1 ) -
ef feet ive monthly (3) 
Example 5 ----------------------------------------------------------
What is the effective annual interes't rate in Exa111ple 4? 
1 ff 1 - (1.01) 12 - 1 : 12.7% e ect ve 
See coluum 1 of Appendix Table A1 for the multiplier. Note 
that n • 12 can be used to compute effective annual rates for 
any monthly interest charge. 
In IIIB.ny cases w1 th non-annual. compounding periods, the interest 
rate will have a fractional component. For example, an APR of 8. 8 
percent is a monthly rate of 8.8/12 e 0.73 percent. Appendix tables are 
not included for such interest rates, but present and future values can 
X 







9. You borrow $1,000.00 at a 12 percent interest rate, compounded I 
monthly. You will repay the princ.ipal and interest in 2~ years. 
How much will be due? 
10, If you have a credit card, it probably charges 18 or 21 percent 
interest on an annual basis. Of course you receive monthly 
statl!lllents and you pay monthly interest chargee. What is the 



































\' . SERIES OF CASH na~S 
The fo rmulas for the present value and future value of a single sum 
can be used to evaluate any series of cash flo»S. However, if the cash 
flov series is long, the calculations could be quite tedious. Fonnulas 
have therefore been developed to reduce the calculations necessary for 
most types of cash flow series. 
Before presenting these fo rmulas, a few definitions are needed. An 
annual series is a uniform series of costs or revenues vhich are due 
each year. A periodic series is due on. a non-annual basis (e.g., every 
six months or every two years). A terminating series is a series of 
costs or revenues that ends after a specified period of t1Jr.e. A 
perpetual series is due indefinitely. Since series of costs or revenues 
may be annual or periodic, and tenninsting or perpetual, four 
combinations are needed: 
Terminating Annual Series 
Terminating Periodic Series 
Perpetual Annual Series, and 
Perpetual Periodic Series 
Simple derivations for the formul as are presente4 in Appendix D. 
An important characteristic: of all of the formulas is that the first 
cost or revenue in eac:h seri.es occurs at the end of the first period, 
and the last cost or revenue occurs at the end of the last period. 
Terminating Annual Series 
Present Value. Consider an investment that yie.l.cls $1,000 per year 
for 8 years. Since the time period is finite and the payments are 
annual, the inves~ent represents a terminating annual series. What is 
16 
I 
the pres ent value of the investment at 5 percent interest? Or, phrased I 
another way, how much could you afford to pay for t he investment and 
earn 5 percent? Figure 3 shows the cash flow diagram for the 
investment. Note from the diagram that the tenninating annual series 


















0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Years 
-$? 
Figure 3. Cash flow diagram for a $1,000 8-year tertninating annual 
series of revenues. 
This problem can be solved by using formula 2 (present value of a 
single sum). Each of the 8 cash flows is discounted by 5 percent and 










to determine the present value of this tenninating annual series. I 
The present value of a $1,000 B-year terminating annual series at a 
I 
I 
5 pe't'cent interest rate is $6,463. :u. The calculations were 
time-consullling and could be quite tedious for longer series. 
Fortunately, generalized formulas for calculations like tnese can be 
easily developed. Let us add e definition: II 
a "' tbe dollar amount of a uniform, periodic o r annual cost or 
~~e~d~), II 





















Table t. The present value of a $1,000 8-year terminating annual series 
at a 5 percent interest rate. 
PTesent Value 
Discount Single Sum Annual Present 
Year of Period Factor (5%) Series Value 
Payment (years) 
(n) 
(Appendix Table AS) (a) <Vol 
l 1 0.95238 $1,000 $ 952.38 
2 2 0. 90703 1,000 907.03 
3 3 0.86384 1,000 863.84 
4 4 0. 82270 1,000 822. 70 
5 s 0.78353 1,000 783.53 
6 6 0.74621 1, 000 746.21 
7 7 0. 71068 1,000 710.68 
8 8 0.67684 1,000 676.84 
$6,463.21 
A general formula exists to calculate the present value of a 
terminating annual series of costs or revenues: 
V .. J (1 + i)n - q 
0 li ( 1 + i) n J (4) 
This term is show in the COMPOUND INTEREST FORMULA diagram. (back cover) 
as PRESENT VALUE, TERMINATING ANNUAL SERIES, and multipliers or values 
for the tem in brackets are found in colu11111 4 of Appendix A (Tables A1 
through Al8). 
Equation 4 can be used to find the present value of the example 
cash flow series in Table 1: 
18 
vo ~ $1,000.00((1.05)8 -81] 
.05(1.05) J 
fu7746- 1 1 
; Sl,000.00[.05(1.47746)] 
; $1,000.00 (6.46323) from column '· Appendix Table AS 
• $6,463.23 (small difference due to rounding). 
Example 6 -------------------------------------------------------
A hunting club offers to lease a 900 acre forest tract from 
you for $6.00 per acre per year ($5,400 annually). The lease 
would tenninate in 50 years. Using 7 percent as an 
alternative rate of return, what is the present value of the 
hunting lease? 
V = a[(l + i}n - l] 
0 1(1 + i)n 
" $5,40J(l.07)50- 1] 
To7(l.07)50 
• $5,400 (13.8074) from column 4, Appendix Table A7 
" $74,524.00 
Future Value. The COMPOUND INI'EREST FORMULA diagram also shows the 
formula for the FUTURE VALUE, TERMINATING ANNUAL SERIES: 
(5} 









































The future value, or value after year SO, of the hunting lease 
payments in e:<ample 5 would be: 
vso" $5,400 [<1.07) 50 - 1] 
0.07 
~ $5,400 (406.5300) fr~ column 3, Appendix Table A7 
~ $2,195,262.00 
Problems 
11. Timber rights on a 40 acre cract are purchased by a firm with a 6 
percent cost of capital. The t 1mber will be cut in 20 years. The 
finn agrees to pay the pt"operty tax of $3.50 per acre on the tract 
unt U the timber is cut. What 1& the present value of the tax 
payments? 
12. Operating costs for a pickup truck are expected to be $750 per 
year. If you own the truck for 5 years, what is the present value 
of the cos ts at a 10% 1ntet"est rate? 
20 
13. A hunting dub leases a 1, 7 50 acre tract for 20 years. The club 
will pay $3.00 per acre per year for the entire 20 years due today. 
The lessor will use a 5 percent interest rate to compound payments. 









14. What if the lease revenue in problem 13 is not due until the end of I 
the 20 years? What will be the future value of the annual lease 




























Sinking Fund Accounts. Two types of terminating annual series 
deserve special treatment. Sinking fund accounts are simply a 
modification of the future value of a terminating annual series, and 
capital recovery problems are similar to the present value of a 
terminating annua l series. 
Sinking fund accounts are designed to accumulate a given sum of 
money within a certain nuwber of years. We make yearly payments into an 
account that earns interest, so that at the end of "n" years ve will 
have accumulated a given amount, V • For the for iiiUla, ve simply solve 
n 
the future value of a terminating annual series formula for "a", the 
annual payment: 
(5) 
Values for the term in brackets are listed in colwnn 5 of the tables in 
Appendix A. 
Example 8 -------------------------------------------------------
You vant to pay cash for a new piclwp truck 4 yean from n01o1. 
If you think you will need $9,000 to purchase the truck, how 
u:uch vould you have to deposit each year into an account 
earning 5 percent interest? Before looking at the solution, 
will the amount be more or less than $9,000/4 a $2250 per 
year? 
a a $9 ,ooo[ .os J 
ro. 05) 4 - 1) 
; $9,000 (0.23201) column 5, Appendix Table A5 
.. $2,088.09 
Sinking fund accounts are most commonly used in forestry to 
calculate annual savings needed to replace logging or other equipment. 
I 
I 
In a sense, by saving for a future expen.9e, you are tDB.king payments to I 
yourself and accumulating interest rather than paying interest to 
someone else. In the next section, we discuss capital recovery through 
installment payments, and with the pickup truck example we 'l.l see the 






15. It will cost $25,000.00 to replace a logging truck in 4 years. If 
a 9 percent sinking fund is established to pay for the truck in 4 I 
years, what Will be the annual payments into the fund? 







cost of capital is 12 percent, how U!Uch is the payment into an I 

















Capital RecoveTV. Often, it is desirable to compute the annual 
payment that is equal to a certain present value at a given interest 
rate. A good example is installment payments (i.e., paying off a loan, 
with interest charged on the unpaid balance). The annual payment would 
be the amount necessary to exactly recover {repay) an initial capital 
investment within a specified time period (hence the name 
capital recoverz). The annual series of payments needed to repay a 
capital investment within a specific time period is: 
a • V [ i (1 + i)n ] 
0 (1 + i)D - l (6) 
The capital recovery multiplier is listed in column 6 of Appendix A, for 
different values of "1" and "n ''. As you may notice, the capital 
recovery formula is simply the present value of a terminating annual 
series formula written to solve for "a" rather than v0 • 
Example 9 ----------------------------------------------------------
Suppose you borrow $9,000 to buy the pickup truck in eKalllple 
8. For comparison, assume you could borrow at 5 percent 
interest, and you will make 4 annual payments, beginning in 
one year. 
a"' $9,ooo[·os<L05>4] 
(1.05) 4 - 1 
e $9,000 (0.28201} column 6, Appendix Table A6 
- $2538.09 
In example 8, where you accumulated the $9,000 before you 
spent it, only $2088.09 ~as needed each year. The difference 
~ould be greater, of course, for higher interest rates, 
24 
Since many people make monthly installment payments on borrowed 
funds, e~amples 10 and 11 are presented to illustrate the steps involved 
(see the section on Monthly Compounding for more discussion). 
Example 10 ----------------------------------------------------------
You want to borrOW" $9,000 for the truck in the previous 
example, and the dealer quotes you an annual percentage rate 
(APR) of 8. 8%. What would your monthly payments be for 48 
months? 
Two modifications are needed: use the number of months 
for "nu. and use the monthly interest rate 
(APR/12 • i hl ) 
mont y for in the capital recovery 
formula. 
Substituting into equation 6: 
a • (Amount Borrowed) 
APR( APR)Years * 12 
12 1 +12 
( 
APR)Years * 12 
l+12 -1 
.:.il.!l!(l + • 088\48 
; $9,000 12 12 ~J 
( 1 .... 088)48 12 - 1 
"' $233.11 
Tables are not presented for all possible values of 
i s APR/12, so the above example is a good opportunity to 






































Perhaps the second mos t c anlll)n type of capital r ecovery i s 
home mortgage loans. Let's calculate the monthly payment on a 
3Q-year, $60,000 mortgage with a fLxed-rate loan at 10~ 
percent: 
a e ($60, 000) 
.lOS 360 
+12 
+ • 105) 360 
12 - I 
0 $548.84 
Home IDOrtgage payments are. very important to foresters and forest 
landowners. Resident.ial construction is the greatest single outlet for 
wood products. Can you relate high or low i11terest rates to forestry 
1!11tployment or st1.1111page prices? Prices and employment are affect,.d by 
the demand for forest products, and the demand results from end-p roduct 
demands such as new home construction. Compare the monthly payments 
below and you can easily see h01o1 1nt eres t rates can iaf luenc,. s wmpage 










Monthly Payment on a 









Figure 4 illustrates haw monthly payments vary for different i11ter-
est rates end principal amounts. 
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Figure 4, Monthly payments for a given nominal interest rate and 







































17. A finn purchases a site prep traetor for $120,000 at a 9 percent 
interest rate. The fi t111 will make six uniform annual payments, 
beginning in a year. What will be the amount of the paym.,nt? 
18. You borrow $88,000.00 to purchase a traet of forest land. If 
payments are spread over 20 years and your interest rate is ll 
pereent, what is your annual payment to retire the loan? 
28 I 
Terminating Periodic Series I 
Present Value, A series of costs or revenues is peciodic if the 
values occuc on a non-annual but uniform basis. The diagram below I 










n - t n 
Figure 5. Terminating periodic series of costs or revenues. 
The fomula for the present value of a t:eminating periodic series 
is: 
[ 
(1 + 1}0 - 1 J V • a 0 ((1 + i)t- L)(l + i)n (7) 
The fotmula is referred to in the COMPOUND IN!EREST FORMULA diagram, and 
values for the term in brackets are listed for 1 ~ I<, 8 and 12% in 
columns 2a, 2b, and 2c of Appendix B. 
Example 12 ---------------------------------------------------------
What is the present value of prescribed burning costs of 
$5.50/ac, if they occur every 10 years through year 50? 
i - 12%. 
$5 50 1.12 - 1 
[ 
50 ] 
. ((1.12) 10 - 1)(1.12) 50 


































Future Value. Periodic series of costs and revenues can also be 
compounded. 'The formula for the future value of a t erminating periodic 
series is: 
V • a[(l + i)n - 1 ] 
n ( 1 + 1) t - 1 
(8) 
The fot111ula is listed in the COMPOUND INTEREST FORl'IULA diagram, and 
values for the term in brackets are listed in columns la, 1b, and l c of 
Appendix B ( Ia, lb, aod lc correspond to illterest rates of 4, 8, and 12 
percent, respectively). 
Example 13 ------------------------------------------------------
Your forest yields approximately $6000 every 5 years. If you 
put the $6000 into an account earning 8 percent annual 
interest, haw much money would be in the account 25 years from 
now? 
In this case, t • S years per period, and there are 5 periods 
in the 25-year time span. The future value is: 
$6000[1.08:5 - I] 
1.08 - 1 
• $6000 (12.4614) from coluwn lb, Appendix B. 
.. $74,768.40 
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PerpetuaL Annua l Sertes (Present Value). A perpetual annual series 
ts a se~:ies of costs or revenues ("a") occurring one year a part for an 
I 
I 
infinite number of years. A commn forestry example of such an asset is I 
an endless flow of raw material from a regulated forest. The formula 
for the pres ent vaLue of a perpetual annual series is given by: 
(9) 
Fonuula (9) is shown in the COMPOUND INTEREST FORMULA diagram as 
the PRESENT VALUE, PERPETUAL ANNUAL SERIES. Values are not tabulated, 
however, since the fonnula is simply "a" divided by "1". 
Example 14 ------------------------------------------------------
You manage a 1 ,000 acre tract of bottllll!land hardwood on a 
5-year cutting cycle. The forest is regulated and you expect 
to harve.s t 7 cords per acre from 200 acres each year. 
Hardwood stumpage is worth $4 per cord. What is the present 
value of this forest investment if you intend to hold it in 













































19. If a fund is establ.ished to pay a S2 .00 per acre property tax on a 
fo rest tract in perpetuity, ho"' much money must be deposited 1n an 
8 percent account to cover the payment? 
20. A Douglas-fir fornst is 
timber ri!Venue annually, 
4 percent interest? 
fully regula ted and produces $100,000 of 
What ~uld this fo rest be worth today at 
31 
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Perpetual Periodic Se ries (Present Value). A perpetual periodic 
series is a common type of cash fl011 series in forest regulation. The 
formula for the present value of a perpetual periodic series of costs or 
t:evanues is~ 
VO a a[(1 + i~n - 1] (10) 
Values for the term in brackets a re listed in Appendix C for di fferent 
values of "i 11 and "n'• .. 
From the COMPOUND INI:EREST FORMULA diagram, note that only present 
values are listed for the perpetual annual and periodic series. Future 
values are no t appropriate for such series since we assume the costs or 
revenues do not end. 
Example 15 -------------------------------------------------------
A loblolly pine plantation is expected to yield $1,290 per 
acre every 28 years in perpe t uity. What is the present value 
per acre of the plantation's cash flow s eries at a 6 percent 
discount rate? 
v0 - $1,29o[ is J (1.06) - 1 










































Wha~ is the present va lue of a $1,000 pay~nt every five years 
in perpetuity at a 12 percent interest r ate ? The multiplier 
fr01n Appendix C for a 5-year period at a 12 percent interes t 
rate is 1.31175, and 
$1,000 (1.31175) = $1,311.75 
Does this make sense? An infinite series of payments 
wonh only a fel.' hundred dollat"B more than the original 
payment? Let 's discount the fire t 8 pa}'111ents using column l 
of Appendix Table Al2: 
Paylll<!nt ~ Factor Present Value 
1 5 .56743 $ 567.43 
2 10 . 32197 321.97 
3 15 . 18270 182.70 
4 20 .1036 7 103.67 
5 25 .05882 58.82 
6 30 . 03338 33.38 
7 35 .01894 18.94 
8 40 .01075 10.7 5 
Total $1,297.66 
Almost 99 percent of the present value is accounted for in the 
first 40 years. This shows the power of compound interest. 
The payment in year 45, and all remaining payments, are worth 
a to~al of only $44.09 in present value terms. 
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Problems 
21. A forestry investment is expe cted to yield $118,900.00 at the end 
of every 28 year rotation. The tract is bare and needs to be 
planted. The discount rate is 4 peT cent. 1Jhat is the value of the 
investment in perpetuity? 
22. What is the present value of bare land which could produce 
$200,000.00 of net revenue at 35 year intervals? The interest rate 





































VI. DECISION CRITERIA 
Decision criteria are used to evaluate forestry investment 
alternatives. Different criteria may be appropriate for different 
investment situations. Often the choice of a particular criterion is 
just a lMtter of personal preference. We discuss six major decision 
criteria used in forestry investment analysis; 
(1) payback period, 
(11) net present value, 
{iii) equivalent annual income, 
{iv) benefit/cost ratio, 
{v) internal rate of return, and 
(vi) land expectation value. 
Payback Period 
Payback period is a comiiDn measure of the attractiveness of 
forestry investments. It is the number of years required to recover the 
initial cash investment in a project. If the annual returns from an 
investment are equal, the formula for the payback period is: 
..::l~n~i~t..::i~al=-~l~n=v..::e..::s~t=me~n~t Payback Period , Annual Return (11) 
The shorter the payback period, the better the investn:ent. 
Example 17 ---------------------------------------------------------
An attachment to a planting mchine costs $600. Two 
c~panies produce models, both at the same cost. Company A's 
model will reduce planting costs by $200 per year. Company 
B 's model will reduce planting costs by $300 in year 1, $200 
36 
in year 2, and $100 in its remaining years. \lhich mode l is 
preferable us i ng the payback period decision criterion? 
Year 
Company 0 1 2 3 
A - $600 $200 $200 $200 





Since the payback period for each model is the same, the 
investor should be indifferent between models based on this 
decision criterion. 
The payback period criterion has several shortcomings. Most 
importantly, it does not consider the time value of money. That is, it 
does not consider the i nterest cost of the invested capital. Also, it 
does not consider cash flows after the payback period. What if Company 
A's model reduced costs by $200 for years 4 to 7 and Company B's model 
reduced costs by $100 for years 4 to 7? This would not have been 
considered by the payback period. 
The payback period criterion does have several advantages. First, 
it is simple and easy to use.- Second, usually cash flows must be 
estimated for only the first few years of an invest:lDent, Many managers 
feel uncomfortable e s timating cash flows over long periods of time. 
Third, when investment capital is tight, a company might be interested 
in an investment's payback period, Also, investments with short payback 
periods are usually cons ide red less risky. If two potential investments 
are similar in terms of other econ~mic criteria, for example, the one 
w1 th the shorter payback period may be the best choice. Less 







































23. A centrally located service center for your area has been proposed. 
total cost \IOuld be $175,000. The center should reduce service 
costs by $25,000 annually. What is the payback period for this 
investment? 
24. Three reg1otml "seedling, storage facilities have been proposed. 
Total cost is expected to be $120, 000. The facilities would reduce 
regeneration costs by $40,000 aonually for the first two years, 
theo by $20,000 annually. What is the payback period for this 
investment? 
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l·le t Present Value 
The net present value (IIPV) criterion is a very popular decision 
criterion. lt is also commonly called present net value (PNV), present 
net worth (PNW), and net present worth (NPW). It is simple to use and 
it does consider the time value of money. Net present value is the 
discounted value of all revenues minus the discounted value of all costs 
associated with an investment. In mathematical terms: 
NPV • I:C :ni)n)- I:{l :ni}n) 
where: 
HPV • net present value, 
2:; • sum of all values in parentheses 
R
0 
~ revenue in year n, 
C = costs in year n, 
n 
n ~ year in which cash flow occurs, and 
1 ~ interest rate. 
( 12) 
• 
1f the interest rate used in the calculation is your cost of 
capital, any investment with a positive NPq Will yield a rate of return 
greater than your cost of capital. The decision rule used with this 
criterion is to accept investments with positive NPV's. 
Example 18 -------------------------------------------------------
A landowner asks you to detenuine the net present value 
of regenerating 40 acres. Site preparation and regeneration 
will cost $160 per acre, Property taxes and management costs 
will be $2.50 per acre per year. Thinnings wUl occur in 
years 16 and 22 and will yield 5 cords and 8 cords per acre, 






































cords per acre. Pulpvood is worth S l9. 50 per cord. The 
lando~o~~~er's alternative rate of return is 4 percent (see 










Item Amount Hultiplier 
Thin $ 97.50 .53391 
Thin 156.00 .42196 





Present Value of Revenues Per Acre • $564.25 
~ Amount Multiplier Present Value 
Site 
Prep $160.00 1.00000 $160.00 
Annual 
Costs 2.50 16.32958 40.82 
Present Value of Costs Per Acre a $200.82 
Per Acre NPV • $564. 25 - $2 00.82 a $363.43 
In Example 18 the investment earned a 4 percent rate of return. 
plus $363.43. If the NPV had been 0, the rate of reto.trn on the 
investment would have been exactly 4 percent. If the NPV was less than 
zero, the rat e of return would have been less than 4 percent. 
Example 19 -------------------------------------------------------
A firm is cons i<iering an investment in fertUiza tion that 
will cost $50 per acre now and $50 per acre in 10 years. The 
fertUization is expected to result in an additioDBl dollar 
yield in 20 years of $251. What is the NPV of this investment 
for various interest rates? 
40 
Present Value Present Value 
Interest Rate of Costs of .Revenue ~ 
0 Sl 00.00 $251.00 $151.00 
2 9!.02 168.92 77.90 
4 83.78 114.55 30.77 
6 77.92 78.26 0.34 
8 73.16 53.85 -19.31 
10 69.28 37.31 -31.97 
12 66.10 26.02 -40.08 
Example 19 illustrates the relationship between interest rates and 
NPV. The higher the interest rate, the lower Nt'V (see Figure 6). As 
the interest rate is raised, the rent for the use of money over tilne is 
higher, lowering the NPV. When NPV equals zero, the investment is 
earning just the interest rate. That is, the rate of return on the 
fertilization investment is 6 percent. 
Notice in Figure 6 that the present value of revenue decreases more 
quickly (as "1" increases) than the present value of costs. Why? 
Because in Example 19, as in most forestry investments, revenues occur 
farther in the future than costs, and are therefore discounted more 
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25. An inves~nent of 525,000 t oday vill pr oduce r evenues of $9,000 for 
each of t he next thr ee yea r s. Using the NPV decision crite rion and I 






26. Preco=ercial thinning a pine plantation at age 8 is expected to I 
produce additional revenue of $36 per acre and $150 per acre at 
years 17 and 24, respectively. How much can you a fford to spend on 


























Equivalent Annual Income (EAI) 
Equivalent annual income (EAI) is the annua l cash flow that is 
equivalent to another specified cash flow at a particular interest rate. 
This criterion is also referred to as equal annual income and 
equal annual equivalent. It is especially useful in compar ing forestry 
investments to agricultural investments since agr icul t.u re yields annual 
income, while fo r ests often yield periodic income. By converting the 
periodic income into an equivalent annual cash flow, one can easily 
compare an agricultural alternative for land, like soybeans or annual 
pasture rental, to a forestry investment. 
The procedure for calculating EAl is simple. First, calculne the 
NPV for one cycle (i.e., rotation) of the forestry i nves tment. Second, 
convert NPV to EAI using the capital recovery multiplier: 
EAI • NPVr. i (l ~ n i) n J 
l< 1 .. i) - 1 
(13) 
Recall th.at capital recovery II!Ultipliers (values for the tenn in 
brackets) are listed in colu11111 6 of the tables in Appendix A, for 
different values of "i" and "n". 
Example 20-------------------------------------------------------
What is the EAI of the investment in Example 18? 
EAI e $363.43[ .04 (l.04)
27J 
(1.04) 27 - 1 
c $363.43 (0.06124) from coluii!D 6, Appendix Table A4 
= $22.26 
The investment yields a net income equivalent to an ann11al 
income of $22.26/ac./yr. over the 27 year rotation. 
44 
Problem 
27. You have a tract of forest land that you are considering converting 
to soybeans. Soybeans yield $80/ac./yr. The timber stand yields 
$.3.50/ac. every 5 years. At 6% interest, compare the investments 






































Ben eli t / Cos t Ratio 
Benefit/ cost (8/ C) ratios are closely related to NP V. For NPV, the 
sum of all discounted costs is subtracted from the sum of al l discounted 
revenues. For B/C ratios, total discounted revenues (benefits) ere 
simply divided by total discounted costs. 
B/C •""" Rn _ /""" en (14) 
.t....J (1 + i)f .t....J (l + i)0 
B/C ratios are ofteo usl<d to evaluate public projects, with 
regulations and guidelines on how benefits and costs are measured and 
what discount rates should be used. The guideline for evaluating 
investment projects with this criterion is: 
If B/C ~ 1, Accept (beoefits exceed costs). 
If B/C < l, Reject (benefits less than costs). 
Note that if B/C ) 1, then NPV > 0, end if B/C < 1, NPV < 0 (see 
figure 6). The decision to accept or reject an investftl<!nt wUl be the 
same whether you use B/C or NPV as a criterion. When accepted projects 
are ranked by NPV and B/ C, however, the order of ranking may be 
different. Note that the B/C ratio of Example 18 is: 
B/C - ~564. 25 I $200.82 - 2. 81. 
Internal Rate of Return 
The internal rate of return (IRR) is the average rate of capital 
appreciation for an investment, or more sil!lply, the interest rate that 
makes the net present value of an investment equal to zero. If an 
Lnveatment's NPV equals zero, the investment is earning a return exactly 
equal to the interest rate. This requires that the sum of t he 
investment's discounted revenues equal the sum of the discounted costa. 




I: -(-1-:....:n:...i_)_n .. 
R • revenue in year n, 
n 
C ~ costs in year n , 
n 
n • year in which cash flow occurs, and 
1 e interest rate = IRR when relationship is true. 
( 15) 
llote that both tems appear in the fortnula for NPV, and that wnen the 
relationship is true, NPV must equal zero. The IRR for the prob l em in 
Example 19 is easily identified in Figure 6 as 6 percent. 
Example 21 -------------------------------------------------------
Calculate the IRR of the investlQent in Example 18, to the 
nearest percent. First, we note the NPV of the investment is 
$363.43 at a 4 percent interest rate. 
Therefore, the IRR is greater than 4 percent. But , how much 
greater than 4 percent? This answer requires us to repeat the 
process of calculating NPV usi ng different interest rates. As 
you will see, com~n sense will help. First, let's calculate 
the NPV at 8 percent: 
Year Amount Factor Present Value 
0 -$ 160.00 1.00000 -$160.00 
16 97.50 0.29189 28.46 
22 156.00 0. 18394 28.69 
27 1,287.00 0.12519 161.12 
1-27 -2.50 10.93516 27,34 
Nl'V • $ 30.93 
Since the NPV is positive at 8 pe rcent, the IRR is 



































~ Amount Factor Present Value 
0 -$160.00 1.00000 -$160.00 
16 97.50 0.21763 21.22 
22 156.00 0.12285 19.16 
27 I, 287.00 0.07628 98. 17 
1-27 -2.50 9. 23723 23.09 
NPV = -$ 44.54 
Since the NPV is negative at 10 percent, the IRR is less than 
10 percent. Since the NPV is negative at 10 percent and 
positive at 8 percent we know that the IRR is between 8 and 10 

























NPV = -$ 11.46 
Since NPV < 0, we now know that the IRR is less than 9 
percent. If you do the calculations, the actual IRR is about 
8.7 percent. The NPV at 8. 7 percent is 0.17, or for practical 
purposes, zero, 
This example illustrates the typical repetitive process 
and the reasoning involved in the IRR of an investment. Few 
people actually go through these tedious calcul.a tiona. For 
detailed problems a computer package will be used. Host 
financial calculators can also handle basic IRR probl ems. 
47 
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The decision rul e used with the IRR decision critericm 1s based on 
comparing the IRR with a minimum acceptab le rate of return, usually the 
cos t of capital for a firm. Pri vate landowners may compare lRR's for 
fore s try investment s with their cost of capital if t hey borrow money, o r 
with their highest poss ible altenative rate of return. The decision 
guideline is: 
If IRR ) minimum acceptable rate, Accept 
If IRR <minimum acceptable rate, Reject. 
The NPV and IRR decision criteria are the two most widely used and 
accepted investment criteria. A major advantage of the IRR criterion is 
that the answer provided is an interest rate. Many investors, 
especially nonindustrial private fo rest landowners, are most comfortable 
with rate of return information. 1loth criteria yield the same answer 
when used to ansYer the question "Is this i nves tment profitable?". That 
is, When NPV is greater than zero, IRR is greater than the discount rate 
and vice versa. As with B/C ratios, however, project rankings with NPV 
and IR R do not alYay s agree. 
Example 22 - --------------------------
A finn is considering an investment in ferti lization that 
will cost $50 per acre. The fert:ilization is expected to 
result in an additional dollar yield in 20 years of $160.3&. 
What is the IRR of the inves tment? 
Simpl e problems with one cost and one revenue can be 





































v • voo + 
n 
i)n {1) 
(1 + i)n = vn'vo 
(1+ i) = {V /V ) 1/n 
n 0 
i E (V /V )1/n- 1 (16) 
n 0 
Equation 16 can be solved using your hand-held calculator, or 
by using the tables in Appendix A. In our example, 
vntv0 = 160.36/50.00 ; 3.2072. 
This is the value by which v
0 
must be multiplied (at "i", 
the interest rate} 
$50.00 X 3.2072 • $160.36. 
to obtain v • 
n 
1. e., 
Or, this is the future value, 
single sum multiplier from Appendix A. Since we know the 
factor (3.2072), and we know that n • 20, we can go to 
Appendix A and scan the n • 20 row of colUIIXIl 1 for each table 
until we locate 3.2072. \ole find 3.20716 for i = 6 percent. 












An investment in 
acre at year 20 




t :Imber stand improvement (TSI) that costs $30 per 
will yield 6 additional cords 1n 10 years worth 






































Land Expectation Value 
The land expectation value (L ) decision criterion is also widely 
e 
used in forestry. It is also called the Faustmano Formula and the bare 
land value or soil expec'tation value formula (since the value of bare 
land in perpetual forest production is calculated). The standard 
formula for a perpetual periodic series (Appendix C) is used for the 
calculation. 'l:hia is ac1:ually a standard NPV calculation, but with 
several critical assumptions: 
1. The values of all costs and revenues are identical for 
all rota tiona. All coats and revenues are compounded to 
the end of the rotation to get the future value of one 
ro1:at1on. This value will be the amount received every 
"n" years. 
2. The land will be forested in perpetuity. 
3. The land requires regeneration costs at the beginning of 
the rotation. 
4. Land value does not enter into the calculation. Land 
value is whet you are calculating. 
The calculation is quite easy and involves two steps. First, each 
cost and revenue is compounded to the end of the first rotation. The 
net value at r otation represents the dollar ataouut available at the end 
of ~ rotation in pecpetuity. Second, the present value of the dollar 
amount is calculated on a perpetual periodic basis, and multipliers for 
the calculation are therefore listed in Appendix C. 
Example 23 ------------------------------------------------------
You need to determine the bare land value of a forest 
tract which presently has no 111E!rchantable timber. Following 
52 
reforestation, the tract ~11 be managed on a 3Q-year rotation 
and your cost of capital is 6 percent. Site preparation and 
regeneration wilL occur in year 0 at a cost of $80.00 per 
acre. Annual management costs and property taxes will be 
$1.50 per acre. Thinnings will occur at ages 18 and 25 and 
will yield 6 and 10 cords per acre, respectively. Final 
harvest ~11 yield 57 cords per acre. Pulpwood is worth $16 
per cord. If you tntend to follow the above ~nagement 
sequence and you want to earn at least 6 percent on your 
investment, how much can you afford to pay for the bare land? 
Revenues 
Year ~ Amount Factor Future Value 
18 Thin $ 96.00 2.0122 $ 193.17 
25 Thin 160.00 1.3382 214.11 
30 Harvest 912.00 1.00000 912.00 






Site Prep $80.00 







Future Value (V30) of Costs • $578.07 
Net Future Value • $1,319.28 - $578.07 ~ 741.21 
The L assumptions treat the $741.21 as a perpetual 
e 
periodic series {paid every 30 years). 
Le c 74Lztf 3~ .1 b .06) - 1 J 
Using Appendix C, 
L • $741.21 (.21082) 
e 





































L represents the maximum amount that could be paid for a tract of 
e 
land and still earn the required interest rate. You could pay $156.26 
per acre for the tract and earn 5 percent on your invest111ent, assuming 
you use the land to grow timber according to the wanagement schedule 
outlined. 
Problem 
30. You are considering the purchase of a non-forested uact of land. 
For a 28-year rotation you expect the following costs and revenues: 
Year Item 
0 Site Prep 
1 Plant 
22 Burn 
1-28 Annual Hunting 















How much can you afford to pay for the tract, per acre, if you 
would like to earn at least 4 percent on your invested capital? 
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App l ication of Criteria 
Rotation Determi nation. Optimal rotation age is comtDOnly 
determined using one of the decision criteria we've discussed (usually 
NPV, IRR, or L ) • 
e 
The best rotation age is largely determined by the 
timber growth and yield since future revenues depend on expected yields. 
Consider the following s imple yield relationship: 






You may be familiar with the term mean annual increment. Mean 
annual increment (HAI) is simply the average. volwne of wood grown each 





MAI • mean annual increment, 
Y • yield at rotation age, and 
r = rotation age, 
( 17) 
The rotation age that maximizes MAl will 1118J':1mize wood yield from a 
stand over time, It is often used by public agencies in rotation 
determination. For our s imple example, MAI is: 
Ase Yhld (Cords) MAI (Corde) 
10 13.4 1.34 
15 38.4 2.56 
20 54,0 2. 70 
25 67,9 2. 72* 





































In the above exa1nple, maximum MAl occurs at rotation age 25. If 
one's goal is s i mply to max~ize average annual timber growth, this is a 
satisfactory criterion. As you can see, however, MAI does not consider 
the time value of money or product ion costs. When financial 
cons Uierat1ons, as well as growth and yield re1arionsh1ps, are taken 
into account, a rotation l eng'th shorter than maximum MAl is usuall y 
calculated. This results because financial criteria reflect initial 
costs and the financial advantage of receiving early harvest revenues. 
For example, if pulpwood can be sold for $16 per cord, site 
preparation/regeneration costs are $80 per acre, and annual :nanagement 
costs are $1 per acre per year, at a 6 percent interest rate the various 
rotations have the following net present values: 
Discounted Site Prep/ Discounted Net 
Yield Money Money Regeneration Annual Present 
Age (Cords) Yield Yield Costs Costs Value 
10 13.4 $ 214.40 $119.72 $80.00 $ 7. 36 $ 32.40 
15 38.4 614.40 .256.37 80.00 9.71 166.66 
20 54.0 864 .00 269.40 80.00 11.47 177.93* 
25 67.9 1,086.40 253.13 80.00 12.78 160.35 
30 76.8 1,228.80 213.95 80.00 13. 76 120. 19 
lnt emal rate& of return for the various rotation lengdts are: 

































































































maximizes economic criteria. The NPV, lRR, and L criteria all consider 
e 
the t:lme value of 1110ney and produce shorter rotations than MAI. ln the 
above example, L is maximized with a 15 year rotation, while the best 
e 
rotation according to NPV is 20 years. L is the most valid criterion 
e 
since all future revenues and costs are considered. NPV considers only 
one rotation, and therefore does not consider the opportunity to grow 
















is harvested. I 
Each economic criterion reflects different management objectives. 
NPV's objective is to maxi1111Ze the net present value of the future cash 



















return on investment, and L 's objective is to maximi~e bare land value, 
e 
the present value of all future net income. 
Problem 
31. Below is a yield table for planted loblolly pine on an average site 
in eastern Virginia. Calculate the best rotation length uaing the 
HAI, NPV, IRR, and L decision criteria. Assume establishment 
costs for a loblolly p'ine plantation in eastern Virginia are $100 
per acre and annual management costs and property taxes are $2 per 
acre per year. Stumpage price is $0.20 per cubic foot. Cost of 
capital is 3:1.;. 
Yield 
Rotation per acre 








Reforestation and Sens1t1.v1tv Analvsis. Before discussing taxes and 
i nflation, l et's ana l yze the variables affect i ng sit e preparation and 
regeneration decisions. The major variables can be seen in a simple net 
present value calcul at i on. Consider only the front-end costs of 
reforestation and the harvest value of the forest yield, The net 
present value of one rotation for this simple example is given by: 
Yhere: 
NPV • _..;ltV;.;.;__ - RC 
(1 + i)n 
NPV • net present val ue, 
HV a harvest val ue, 
RC 5 site prep./regeneration costs, 
i ~ interest r ate, and 
n • rotation length, in years, 
(18) 
This relation merely says that the net present value of a 
reforestation investment is the discounted harvest value minus the cost 
of site preparation and r e generation. Our siJDple example includes the 
four major variables that affect the ecouamics of reforests Uon (i, n, 
HV, and RC). 
The interest rate, "i", is one of the 1DOSt important variables 
affecting reforestation decisions, When compounding or discounting over 
a rotation length, a small change in the interest rate can make a large 
diffet'ence in an investment 'a oet present value, The choice of an 
appropriate interest rate is therefore a key decision affecting forestry 
investment analyses. lf the interest variable changes, through a change 
in time preference (how soon you need cash), lll&rket rates, or land 








































Likewise, the rotation length, n, or the length of the investment, 
will have a major impact on the compounding and discounting of 
investment dollars. The present value of revenues is inversely related 
to the interest rate, and will also decrease as "n" increases, unless 
increased stand age brings quality or product changes 'Whose value 
differences more than offset the discounting effects of interest. 
Site preparation and regeneration costs occur at the beginning of 
the rotation. In tenns of the NPV of the forestry investment, site 
preparation and regeneration undergo little discounting. If they occur 
in year 0, of course, they are not discounted at all. Front-end costs 
can therefore be very critical in determining net present values for 
forestry investments. 
The major timber yield under even-aged management occurs at the 
time of final harvest. The anticipated cash flow at harvest is the 
expected timber yield times the price per unit volume. Yield can be 
predicted with some degree of accuracy, but the price per unit volume 
involves critical assumptions. Will timber prices in 30 years be the 
same as today? Will they change only with inflation, or will increases 
or decreases occur after inflation is accounted for? Price projections 
lliSY be uncertain, but they are also heavily discounte;:l and have much 
less influence (per dollar) on NPV's or other economic criteria than do 
front-end costs or revenues. 
Intermediate costs and revenues {e.g., prescribed burning costs and 
thinning revenues) have been omitted from the example. They also have a 
much sMller effect on economic dec1s1oll8 than front-end costs, and 
usually have less effect on present values than the large revenues at 
harvest (although their effect per dollar is greater). If they were 
60 
added to the example. each cost and revenue would be discounted to year 
0 and added to or subtracted from the total NPV. Also omitted vere the 
annual costs and revenues. Each series of annual lll8 nagement costs, 
annual property taxes, hunting lease revenues, etc., should be 
discounted as a terminating annual series of costs or revenues. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
How sens Hive is NPV to changes or possible errors in each of the 
four major variables (i, o, HV, and RC)? A simple example illustrates 
their potential influence. 
AssuJOe a 25 year rotation of slash pbe. The regeneration cost is 
$100 per acre and the harvest yield is 40 cords per acre. Pulpwood is 
worth $15 per cord and the interest rate is 4 percent, The net present 
value of one rotation is; 
NPV • $600.00 - $100,00 
(1.04) 25 
• $22.5. 07 - $100.00 
- $125.07 
What if the "1" or "n" change by 10 percent? A 10 percent change 
in the interest rate appeara to be trivial; 3, 6 percent and 4.4 percent 
appear to be vary close to 4 percent. However, a 10 percent decrease in 
"i" causes Nl'V to increase by 18.2 percent (to $147 ,83) and a lO percent 
increase in "i" causes NPV to decrease by 16.5 percent (to $104.4 7). A 
10 percent decrease in "u" causes NPV to bcrease by 18.5 percent (to 
$148. 26) and a 10 percent increase in n cause& NPV to decrease by 16.8 
percent (to $104.05). We c:an sea by this s~ple analysis that choosing 
an appropriau interest rate 1B critical. While the rotation length is 
very important, a Gmall change in "i" c.an affect NPV as much as a large 








































the effect of a change in reforestation costs on our example is 
easy to see. These costs occur at year 0 and are subtracted directly 
from NPV. If RC increases by 10 percent, NPV decreases by 8 percent (to 
$115.07); or if RC decreases by 10 percent, NPV increases by 8 percent 
(to $135.07). 
Harvest values are subj ect to discounting, and a 10 percent 
increase in RV (due to an increase in yield and/or price) causes NPV to 
increase by 18 percent (to $147.57) and a 10 percent decrease in HV 
causes NPV to decrease by 18 percent (to $102. 56). Does this roean that 
RV changes or e 1:rors affect NPV 1110 re than RC changes? A I 0 percent 
change in llV changed NPV by 18 percent, yet a LO percent change in RC 
changed NPV by only 8 percent. Ref ores ta tion costs are 1110 re iJnpo rtant 
on a per dollar basis than estimated final harvest values: a one dollar 
error in RC creates a one dol.l.ar error in NPV, but a one dol.Lar error in 
RV at age 25 causes only a 38c error in NPV. 
The sensitivity analysis shows the choice of "i" has a critical 
impact on NPV calculations. We also have to make a critical assumption 
on intermediate and final harvest stumpage prices. Reforestation costs, 
rotation length, and harvest yields probably require the least 
guesswork. Foresters or landovners who analyze forestry investments 
should be aware of the importance of assumptions in their analyses. 
Simple sensitivity analysis often helps evaluate the possible effects of 
key assumptions on forestry decisions. 
•• 
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VI 1. I NITES'IMENT ANAlYSIS - ACCOUNTING FOR TAXES 
Up until OO'W, our discussions on investlll<!nt analysis hsve 
before-tax basis; that is, they did not consider the impact o 
the investment. This section will develop a framework r after-ta~ 
based on the federal income tax trea nt of timber. 
tt1ng into the investment analysis discuss we first review 
the federal tax treatment of Our review is 
necessarily introductory level. 
Income 
ordinary incane and 
profit that comes 
individual. 
asset that is not 
individual or finn. 
which assets may 
l ength 
capiul gains tr 
i nc o ... e tu categories; 
Ordinary income is the net 
activity of a corporation or 
result when a capital asset is 
value, A capital asset is any 
in the business of an 
(IRS) regulations define 
assets, including a ll\iniarum 
an individual or firm for 
Capital is taxed at a lower than ordinary income. 
allowed to exempt 60 percent gains 
corporations are subject to a 
of 28 percent. Individuals are 
gains 
subject to a 
federal income tax rate of 50 percent 
to a maxi.mum tax rate of 46 percent on 
This is the advantage of capital gains; it reduces 






































CHAPTER VII: U!VESTHENT ANALYSIS • ACCOUNTING FOR TAXES 
Taxes are an important pare of forestry investment decisions, Taxes must 
be considered to accurately reflect revenues, costs, and rates of return for 
forestry activities, Our purpose in this chapter is to present correct methods 
for after-tax analysis, rather than to describe details of current tax la~s and 
provisions that relate to forestry. Correct methods do not change with changes 
in tax laws, and this chapter is therefore relevant regardless of specific tax 
provisions and changes from year to year. See Hoover!,!; al, (1989) and Haney and 
Siegel (1988) for detailed descriptions of current federal income tax provisions 
that relate to forestry costs and revenues. 
In an after-tax investment analysis, all revenues should be placed on an 
after-tax basis, all cost-related tax savings (deductions and credits) should be 
accounted for, and an after· tax discount rate should be used, This chapter 
therefore has separate sections for revenues, costs, and interest rates, 
Afcer- cax Re•1enues 
To calculate after·tax revenues, simply subtract taxes due from revenues 
received. The tax rate which applies is the marginal tax rate--che rate paid on 
additional or marginal income. Our examples use 15 and 28 percent taK rates for 
private nonindustrial lando~ers, and 34 percent for corporations. Tax rates 
have varied through the years, and in some years special provisions have been 
made for income from timber sales and for other "capital gains." Our examples 
do not include special provisions, and in general we include federal income taxes 
only. Ocher taxes, such as self ·employment taxes or scate income ea>tes, may also 
be subtracted from income received. 
Aft:er- tax income i s simply the income remaining after taxes have beeo 
subtracted: 
rA(ter-eax1 _ rsefore-tai]_ 
llncome J L Income J 
Equation (l) can be reduced to: 
Example 1 
[Aft er-taxl _raefore - tax) (l Income J l Income 
(tax rate} [Be!ore-cax l
I ncome J 
- tax rate) 
(1) 
(2) 
After subtract:ing all costs of the sale, your timber sale income last year was 
$22,000, If you pay 28 percent of the income in taxes, the af ter -tax revenue 
from the timber sale is: 
$22,000 (1 - .28) - $15,840 
After- tax Cosh 










income tax purposes, Some costs are deducted entirely in the year they occur II 
(they are expens~d) while other costs are deducted when income is realized from 
the investment, or t.bey are deduct.ed over a period of years (they are 
capitalized). We first describe the correct way to calculate after-tax. costs fo r 
items that can be expensed, and then we consider after· tax costs where the 
expenditure must be capitalized. With changes in tax laws, changes occur in the 
types of costs that can be expensed versus those that must be capi tal ized . Our 
examples are general , however, and are intended to demonstrate how tax savings 
from deductions should be accounted for in after-tax investment analysis. 
Expensed Costs, Costs that can be expensed, i.e., deducted entirely in the 
year they occur, save you money by reducing the amount of income tax due at the 
end of the curr ent year. Taxes due are calculated by applying the appropriate 
tax rate to income after deducting allowable costs : 


























A deductible expense therefore reduces your income tax by 
(tax rate)*(deduction). To place the expense on en after·tax basis, simply 
subtract the tax savings from the original expense incurred: 
rAfc:er· ta:;;J . rBefore· taxl. (tax 
[ Cost J L Cost J 
Equation (4) can be reduced to: 
rate> rsefore· taXI l Cost J 




Property taxes on your 100-acre tract of timberland are $300 per year. What is 
the cost on an after-tax basis if your marginal tax rate is 15 percent? Since 
property taxes can be expensed, the actual or effective cost is only: 
$300 (l •. 15) - $255 
If you had not incurred the $300 property tax expense, your tax bill would have 
been $45 higher, and the property taxes therefore have an actual cost of $255. 
Terms such as "actual" cost and "effective• cost are often used to denote 
after-tax costs. After-tax costs reflect the true cost of an item or service, 
since all potential tax savings are subtracted from the initial expense incurred. 
In the next sub-section, capitalized costs are considered, and phrases like 
"actual" or "effective" cost refer to the after· tax present value, i.e., where 
all tax savings have been discounted to the present and subtracted from the 
initial expense. 
Capitalized costs. In general, legitimate costs that cannot be expensed 
are capicalized for tax purposes. Capitalized costs are added to a capital 
account--a specific record of costs to be deducted from income in future years. 
There are four basic types of forest-related expenses that must be capitalized. 
They represent four different types of capital assets: 
a. Assets like land that generally do not depreciate· ·costs 




Assets like buildings and equipment that gene~ally depreciate with 
time- -costs are deducted over a number of years. The number of 
yearD and the schedule of depreciation (percentage of costs deducted 
each year) are specified by the IRS for structures and for different 
types of equipment. 
Assets like timber--costs of certain resource-based assets like 
timber, oil, and gas are deducted as the resource is used 
(depleted) . A • depletion allowance" is the dollar amount tha t can 
be deducted in a given year, and is based on the percentage of the 
resource that was depleted in that year. If 30 percent of a timber 
stand is harvest:ed, for example, 30 percent of the capitalized costs 
may be deducted from income received; for a clearcut timber sale, 
100 percent of capitalized costs are deducted. Specialized terms 
such as depletion ~ate, depletion unit, basis for depletion, etc., 
are often used, but the basic procedure is simply t o deduct costs as 
the ~esource is depleted. 
d. Reforestat:ion expenses--since 1980, special tax incentives have been 
provided to encourage private landowners to invest in reforestation. 
There are specific limits, options, and guidelines, but: the most 
common tax treatment for qualifying expenditures is a 10 percent tax 
credit:, and deduction of 9:; percent of the total expense (up to 
$10,000 per year). Costs are recovered by deducting 1/14th of the 
costs on the first year's tax return, l/7th of the costs on each of 
the next six tax returns, and the remaining l/14th on the eighth tax 
return after the refo~estation expense. 
In general, landowners must keep separate capital accounts (records) for 
each of the above types of fores try costs. In some cases, subaccounts are 
necessary to accurately record capital expenses--subaccounts are kept for 
premerchantable and merchantable timber, for example. For land cost:s or timber 
costs, the simplest approach for after-tax analysis is to deduct the appropriate 
cost from the income generated by the land sale o~ timber sale. In this manner, 
costs should be deducted from the revenue generated by the land or timber sale, 
and the r@mainder (net revenue) multiplied by (1 - t ax rate) to determine the 
after-tax net revenue. 
The following examples show how "effective" costs are determined for 
eq~ipment purchases and reforestation expenses. In general, the time value of 
money muse be accounted for, and the after-tax cost is determined by subtracting 





































A flier· tax present Value of eguipmant cos C. 1 f a pickup truck is tO be purchased 
for $14,000, and the buyer plans to deduct the costs using straight-line 
depreciation over 5 years (20 percent per year), what is the effective cost of 
the truck? (tax rate- .34, before-tax discount race*- 10 percenc). 
Five deductions of $2,800 each are taken, and each deduction saves ($2,800)(.34) 



















The total present value of all tax savings is ~4,205.97, and the effective cost 
of the cruck is cherefore $14,000 • $4,205.97 - $9,794.03. 
This example illustrates how after-tax present values for equipment are 
calculated. For actual depreciation schedules, currenc tax inforMacion should 
be consulted, 
*A before-tax discount rate of 10 percent is equal to an after· tax discount race 
of 6.6 percent if the ~arginal tax race is .34. The present values in example 
3 were calculated using 6.6 percent. After-tax discount rates are discussed in 




Aft<!r·tax prftsent va l ue of ;eforestation costs. Landowners who qualify for I 
reforescation tax incentives receive a credit and 8 separate deductions . A 
landowner who spends $10,000 on reforestatlon, who claims a 10 percent tax 
credit, and who deducts 95 percent of the expense on the next eight tax returns I 
has the following tax savings: (tax rate - .28, before-tax discount rate* - 10 
percent) 
Year llM! Tax Savinu Present Value* 
0 10' credit $1,000 $1,000.00 
0 (1/14)($9500)(.28) 190 190.00 
1 (l/7)($9500)(.28) 380 354.48 
2 (1/7)($9500)(.28) 380 330.67 
3 (1/7)($9500)(.28) 380 308.46 
4 (1/7)($9500)(.28) 380 287.72 
5 (1/7)($9500)(.28) 380 268.42 
6 (1/7)($9500)(.28) 380 250.39 
7 (1/14)($9500)(.28) 190 116.79 
Total Present Value of Tax Savings - $3,106.93 
Effective Cost - $10,000 • $3,106.93 $6 ,893.07 
For landowners who receive government 
effective cost is further reduced to: 
percentage of costs paid by a federal or 
cost-shares for reforestation, the 
(1 · s)($6, 893. 07), where s is the 
state program , 
*An after-tax discount rate of 7.2 percent wss used, as discussed in the 
following section. 
After - tax Discount Rntas 
For interest income that: is t axable, your actual or after· ta.x interest 
income is (from equation (2)): 
!After-tax interesti _IBefore-tax interestl (l • tax rate) r Income J L Income J (6) 
Interest income, of course, is often expressed as a percent, and the after· 
tax interest rate earned is the before-tax rate multiplied by (1 • tax rate): 

































If taxes have been subtracted from forestry or other revenues, the after· 
tax alternative rate of return is the appropriate discount rate. The after·r.ax 
rate !.s also the appropriate rate for discounting the tax savings from deductions 
of eapicalized costs. The tax savings are comparable to after· tax revenues since 
they are savings that are not subject to additional taxes. 
Example 5 
Your before-tax alternative rate of return is 9 percent, and your marginal tax 
rate is 28 percent:. Yhat is your after·tax alternative rate of r eturn? 
(.09)(1 - .28)- 6.48 percent 
Summary of Afcer·tax Investment Analysis 
To account for taxes in forestry or other investment analyses, place all 
costs and revenues on an after-tax basis, and calculate all present values using 
an after-tax alternative rate of return. Specifically: 





(After-tax revenue) - (Before-tax revenue) (l · tax rate). 
If the taxable revenue is from a timber sale and a depletion 
allowance applies, t:he depletion allowance shoul d be subt:ract:ed from 
the timber sale income before mult:iplylng by (1 - tax rate). 
lf the taxable revenue is from the sale of land, or land and timber 
together, deduct the cost from revenues before mul tiplying by (1 • 
tax rate). 
For all costs other than the capitalized costs of land and/or 
timber, convert costs to after-tax costs: 
a. If the cost can be expensed, 
(After-tax cost) - (Before-tax cost:) (1 · tax rate). 
b. ! f the cost taus t be capitalized (like buildings, equipment, or 
ref ores t at ion cos es) , calculate the after· tax present value of 
coses by discount:ing all future tax savings to the present and 
subtraccing from t he original e~-pense incurred. 
Use an after·tax discount rate; 






































VIII. INVEStMENT ANALYSIS - ACOJIJNTlNC FOR INFLATION 
Inflation averaged about 7 percent during the 1970's. That means 
prices in general doubled over the tO-year period. SoJOething that cost 
$100 in 1971 was likely to cos t around $200 in 1980. 
Inflation is a general rise in prices over t iu:e. These price 
changes are measured by price indexes (e.g., Consumer Price Index or 
Wholesale Price Index). Prices and costs in investment analysis can be 
expressed in current dollar prices or constant dollar prices. 
Current dollar prices are the actual marketplace prices charged in 
any particular year. They include infladon. Constant dollar prices 
are fixed purchasing power dollars relative to a base year, Often, 
constant dollan are expressed in tems of 1967 prices. Th e. effects of 
inflation are removed fr om constant dollars by indexing. Indexing is 
accmnplished by dividing the currellt price in a given year by the 
appropriate index for the t year. For example, the producer price i ndex 
(PP!) for selected years and current and constant dollar stumpage prices 
for southern pine sawtimber are given below (from Southern Journal of 
Applied Foresrry (6):195-200). 
Sawt imber S tu!!l!a&e Prices 
Year PPI Current Constant 
1967 100.0 38.3 38.3 
1970 110.4 44.1 39.9 
1973 134.7 93.4 69.3 
1976 183.0 87.0 47. 5 
Consrant dollars are obtained by dividing current dollars by the price 
index factor. The factor is the PPI for the future year divided by the 
PPI for the base year. For example, the constant dollar price for 1976 
is calculated by 87.0/(183.0/100.0) e 47,5. 
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A real price change occurs when a particular price changes relative 
to other prices in the economy. That is, the price must change at a 
different rate than the general price level (general rate of inflation). 
For example, assume that hardwood sawtimber stumpage prices have been 
increasing at an average rate of 8.5 percent per year since 1960. For 
the same period, assume. hardwood pulpwood stumpage prices increased at 
an average aooual rate of 2.8 percent, and that the general inflation 
rate over that period was 5 percent. ln this example, sawtimber 
stumpage prices increased at a faster rate than the general pl"1ce level, 
for a real price increase of over 3 percent. Pulpwood stumpage pl"ices 
increased, but !.!!!!, prices decreased by about 2 percent per year. 
Let's look at the mathematics of inflation; let: 
i • market interest rate, 
r • real interest rate, and 
f : inflation rate. 
To see how the market interest rate is related to the real interest 
rate and inflation, consider a value today (V0) and what the value would 
be one year from today (v1). lf a real increase occurs, the value in 
one year is: 
vl • vo(l + r) 





(1 + r)(l +f), or 
multiplying the terms in parentheses, 
v 1 • v0 (1+r + f + rf). 
We know that v1 • v0 (l + market interest rate), so the market rate of 






































For example, if r • 3 percent and f • 5 percent, 
i •• 03 + .05 + {.03)(.05) 
" .0815 
• 8.15 percent 
lf you want to solve for the real rate or the rate of inflation: 
1 + i 
r • 1 + f- 1, and f 





" 3 percent 
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!low does sl.i this affect investment analyses? The rule which must be 
followed in order to account for inflation is: 
If the discount rate includes an inflation factor, so must the 
estimated cash flows. If constant dollar values are used in 
expressing future cash flows, however, then the discount rate 
used should be adjusted to remove the effect of inflation. 
Example 33 --------------------------
You are considering buying land and converting it to a 
pine plantation. Site preparation and regeneration will cost 
$50 per acre. At age 35 you Will harvest 10 ~IBF and tO cords 
per acre. The stumpage price for sawtimber is $240/M&F and 
$16/cord for pulpwood. Annual management costs aod property 
taxes will be $1.50 per acre per year. 'What is the bare land 
value? The current interest rate is 11 percent. 
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Value at 
Year Item Amount Factor Year 35 
0 Site Prep. $50.00 38.57443 -$1.928.72 
35 llarves't 2,560.00 1.00000 2,560.00 
1-35 Annual Costs 1. 50 341.58571 -512.38 
+$118.90 
$118.90 Le • -..:::.!.~~- • $3.16 
(1.11) 35 - 1 
It is not unusual to get answers like this for bare land 
value calculations. What's wrong with the exa~ple? Constant 
1984 prices were used, but a ~rket interest rate that 
included inflation was used to discount cash flows. Real 
interest rates have been three to four percent over the last 
few decades. Let's resolve the problem using a~ interest 
rate of 4 percent. 
Value at 
Year ltem Amount Factor Year 35 
0 Site Prep. $50.00 3.94608 -$197.30 
35 Harvest 2560.00 1.00000 2,560.00 
1-35 Annual Costs 1.50 73.65210 -110.48 
$2,252.22 
L $2,252.22 - $764.48 
-e (1.04) 35 - l 








































33. An investment in a forest property is expected co return 3 percent 
in real terms over the next 7 years. Inflation is expected to 
average 7 percent over the period. What is the market rate or 
nominal rate of return expected from the investment? 
34. A !liODey 
years. 
period. 
market accouM will pay you 10 percent over the next ~ 
You expect infla'tion to average 5 percent over the same 
What will. be your real rate of return on the account? 
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IX . SPECIAL TOPICS 
Several topics require further deve l opment. Equivalence is an 
important concept that was only given passing coverage in an earlier 
sect ion. Continuous c0111pounding will be briefly discussed. Loan 
problems will finish out this section. 
Gradient Cash Flow Series 
Not all cash flows are uniform. A com=n situation is a gradient 
cash fl~J series, where the cash flow is expected to i ncrease or 
decrease by a unifolJD amount each ccmpounding period. In e ff ect, two 
separate 
probbms: 
cash flow series are present in gradient cash flow series 
a uniform series and a gradient series. The gradient series 
increases or decreases by a constant amount, "g", each compounding 
period. 
Consider the operation and maintenance expense for a smal t logging 
crew. The expense for year 1 is $50,000. Beginning with year 2, due to 
equipment deterioration, the expense is expected t o increase by $5,000 a 
year until the end of year 6, when the equipment is retired. The cost 
of capital is 8 percent. 
Figure 7 illustrates the cash flow series. Notice that Figure 7 
represents a composite of a uniform series and a gradient series. 
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Figure 7. Example of gradient cash flow series (composite of a unifom 
series and a gradient series). 
Unifo till Series + Gradient Series 
0 l 2 3 4 5 + 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t" $5,000 L 1 





Figure 8. Composit.e cash flow series broken down into its component 
unifonn and gradient series. 
Let: 
g a the amount of increase or decrease in a cash flow gradient. 
The eresent value of a gradient cash flow series is given by: 
v e·o-o· g (l + ni) (1 + i) -n J 12 (20) 
The future value of a grad ieot cash flo"' series is given by: 
(21) 
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The uniform series gradient conversion factor, the factor that converts 
a gradient series to a uniform series, is given by: 
a " gr.!. - --.:.:...." -n ]li (l .. i) - 1.0 (22) 
Using formula 20, the present value of the example gradient cash flow is: 
vo - $5 '000 [-=-1 :..;• 0:._-_;(~lc.;, •.::;4 8~)~(::;.0 :..:· 6:..:::3.::.0 .:..;1 7~) ] 
0.0064 
- $52,616.37 
Using formula 21, the future value of the example gradient cash flow is: 
v
6 
~ $5 000[1.5869- 1.48] 
' 0.0064 
s $83,495.56 
Using formula 22, the unifotm series that is equivalent to the example 
gradient series is: 
a • $5,0oo[o~os - 6 6 ] 
(1.08) - 1.0 
e $5,000 (12.5 - 10.2237) 
; $1t,381. 73 












formula 4: I 
v - S5o,ooo(< l.08) 6 - 1.o] I 0 0.08(1.08) 6 
" $231,143.98 
The future value of the $50,000 uniform series can be determined from I 
formuLa 5: 
V = sso ooo[<I.OS)6- t.o] 6 • 0.08 
• $366,796.45 
The present value of the canposite cash flows series is $52,616.37 + 
$231,143.98 • $283,760.35. The future val.ue of the composite cash flow 
series is $83,495.56 + $366,796.45 = $450,292.01. The composite 






















As a check, a unifot"VI series of $61,381.73 should be equivalent to 
the composite series present value of $283,760.3S. 
v • $61, 381.73[( l.0816 - 1•0 ] 0 0.08(1.08) 6 
~ $283,760.35 
Example 34 ------------------------------------------------------
You purchase 40 acres of land. The purchase price is a 
series of payments of $20,000, $15,000, $10,000, and $5,000 in 
years t • 3, 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. What is the present 
value of the cash flo~ at a 9 percent interest rate? Figure 9 
illustrates the cash flows of the example. 
Unifotu~ Series Gradien t Series 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6- 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
"" 1 $5,000 (20,00Q-l5,000) $10,000 
(20,000-10,000) 
$15,000 
$20,000 per year (20,00D-5,000) 
Figure 9. Example cash flow series. 
This problem can be solved by determining the present 
value of a unifo rm and gradient series . The present value of 
a uni fom series of $20,000 payments at a 9 percent interest 
rate i s given by formula 4: 
$20,000[o.o9) 4 - l. O] l 0.09(1.09) 4 
• $64,794.40 
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Since the first payment of t he annui ty occurs at t • 3, the 
value of "Vo" i s a c tual l y at t ; 2. Thus, t he value above 
must be discounted fo r 2 years to obtain the actual value of 
vo - 64,794.40 ~ $54,536.15 
(1.09) 2 
The present value of the gradient series is given by: 
vo. $S 000[1.0- (1.36)(0.708425)] 
• 0.0081 
- $22,556.61 
v0 in the gradient aeries also occurs at t • 2, so t he above 
value must be discounted for 2 years: 
v • $22•556•61 ~ $18,985.45 
0 (l.OS) 2 
The present value of the investment is the difference 
between the present value of the uniform and gradient series, 
or, $54,536.15- $18,985.45 • $35,550.70. 
Ce~etric Cash Flow Series 
White e t al. ( t 9 77) developed the formulas necessary to analyze 
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0 1 2 3 n-1 n 
Figure 10. Cash flow diagram of a geometric cash flow series. 
the present value of a geane tric cash flow series, where "m" is the 
H rs t payment in the series, and "j" equals the percentage increase or 
decrease in the cash flow between periods, is given by: 
m[l 
or 
(I + j) n ( l + i~ -n] 
i - j if i fo j 
v • 
0 (23) 
n m i • j 1 + 1 if 






n m( 1 + 1) n - I if i • j 
Example 35 ---------------------------------------------------------
Regeneration costs have been increasing 3 percent per year, A 
wood lands desires to set as ide a fund to pay regeneration costs for the 
next 10 years. Regeneration costs next year wilt b~ $320,000.00. The 




v0 • S32o,ooo.oo[1 .o- (l.OJ)
10(1.Ll)- 10J 
0.11-0.03 




Assume an annual payment of $1,000.00 that increases by 
10 percent annually, beginning with the second year. The 
payments are deposited for five years into an account earning 
10 percent per year . What amount will be in the account at t 
.. 51 
Equivalence 
vs = (5)($1,000.00)(1.10)4 
- $7' 320.50 
Tllo cash flow series are equivalent at a sped fied interest rate if 
their present values are equal at the specified rate. If two cash flow 
series have equal present values at a specified interest rate, then 
their values vill be equal at any point in time at the specified 
interest rate. Also, equivalent cash flow series will hsve equal 
uniform cash flow series over the same time period. 
Example 37 ----------------------------------
Figure 11 s hows two equivalent cash flow series, At 10 
percant interest both have the same present value ($302..92). 
Note also that the top cash flow series, since it is 
equivalent to the bottom uniform series, can also be expressed 
as a uniform 5-year cash flo11 series of $79 .91. The present 





































v0 = $loo.oo + 





(I. 10} 3 
$200.00 
(1.10)5 





a = $302.92[ 0.10~1.1)5 J 


























Throughout our previous discussioas, we have assumed that interest 
is compounded at the end of discrete periods, However, continuous 
c<~~npounding is also commn. Figure 12 illustrates that (IIQS t interest is 
accumulated on a discrete basis. However, some i nstitutions , as a 
competitive tactic, do c0111pound on a continuous basis. For 
c0111pleteness, the fot'lllll las for continuous c ompounding will be listed, 














4 5 6 
Figure 12. Discrete versus continuous compounding. 
Let: 
q • the nominal annual interest rate, expressed as a decilll6l. 
The present value of a single sum under continuous compounding is given 
by: 
-qn V • V e o n (25) 
The future value of a single sum under continuous compounding is given 
by: 
(26) 
The effective interest rate under continuous compounding is given by: 
i ~ eq-1 (27) 
effective 
Example 38 --------------------------
If $1,000 is placed in a savings account that earns 9 
percent interest, compounded continuously. how much ~ill be in 






































V • $1000(e(0.09 )(G)) • !,000e(O.S4) 
n 
Verify the result using formula 25. 
V s $1,716.01 e-(0.09)(6) • $1,716.01e<· 5827483) 
0 
;; $1,000.00 
What was the effective interest rate in this example? 




- 1 • 1.0941743- 1.0 
e ect ve 
~ 0.0942 
Add-on Interest 
Add-on interest is frequently used in financing loans. 
95 
The 
interest charge is computed at t • 0, so that the loan amount plus the 
added-on interest are repaid in equal installments. 
Example 39 ------------------------------------------------------
You obtain a $20,000 loan from a baok, The f1.nance 
charge is 20 percent, and is added-on to the original amount. 
The total amount, loan plus add-on, 18 to be repaid in 12 
equal monthly installments. What are your monthly payments? 
Loan + Finance Charge 
Payments = 12 
$20,000 + 0.20($20,000) 
;;:; 12 
24,000 
12 ~ $2,000 per month 
If you borrowed $20,000 and paid $2,000 per month for a year, 
the actual monthly interest rate could be derived from the 
capital recovery formula (Equation 6): 
96 
a • V [ i(l + i)n J 0 (l+i)n-l 
In terms of the add-on interest example, 
a ~ $2,000 (payments pet month), and 
v0 a $20,000 (received as a loan). 
Substituting those values into the capital recovery formula: 
sz,ooo • szo,ooo[1 <1 + 1>12 ]· 
(l + i)n - 1 
where "i" is the .ronthly interest rate actually being paid on 
the loan. We can estimate "1" by trial and error, or by 
looking for the value $2,000/$20,000 = .10 in column 6 of 
Appendix A, for n • l2. Tile value .10046 is found for i = 3 
percent (Appendix Table A3); the actual monthly interest rate 
is about 2.92 percent. 
What is the nominal rate of interest? 
2.92 X 12 • 35.04% 
What is the effective annual rate of interest? 









































When an investment Ls financed by a loan, the amount of interest 
paid in particuLar time periods will affect income taxes. Amortization 
is a common financial calculation and a forest investment analyst should 
be aware of the principles involved in determining the principal amount 
and interest amount in loan payments. 
If a loan is to be repaid in equal installments, the amount of the 
payment can be determined with Equation 6: 
a ; VO [ 1(1 + !'n ] 
{1 + 1) - 1 
The amortization schedule for a loan of $10,000 to be repaid in 3 
equal annual payments at 6 percent annual interest would be as follows: 
Annual Equal 
Interest Amount Annual 
Year Charge Owed Payment 
1 $600 $10,000 $3,741 
2 412 7,271 3, 741 
3 212 3, 742 3,742 
The equal annual payment is: 
a; $10,000[ 0• 06~1 •06) 3 ] = $3,741. 
(1.06) - 1.0 
The amortization table for this loan would be: 
Payments to Payments 
~ Principal to Interest 
1 $3,141 $600 
2 3,329 412 











The amount by 'Which payment number "p" reduces the unpaid principal is 
given by: 
98 
Reduct ion in Principal ;[---.:::3--:--:--;J 
n - p + l (l + :1.) 
(28) 
For example, the first Loan payment reduces the unpaid principal by: 
Reduction [ 
$3,741 ~ in Principal • 3 _ 1 1 (1.06) + 
- $3,141 
The amount of payment "p" that corresponds to interest on the loan is 
given by: 




Develop an amortization table for the first 4 payments on 
the following home mortgage: 
Total Cost ~ $60,000 
Down Payment • $20,000 
Mortgage Rate • l2lt% compounded monthly 
s $40,000(0.010479) ~ $419.16. 
Payments to: 
Month Principal Interest Balance 
l $10.83 $408.33 $39,989.12 
2 10.94 408.22 39,978.23 
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I APP~DlX A 
.. 1 ~; 101 Table At. Co!liJ)ound Interest ~ultipliers, !. 
I SINGLE SUM e~~,zeL ,St:E'l c:-e 
n Future Pres;~nt Future PrQsent Sinking Cap, tal n 
I Value V«~lue V«~lue Value Fund RQc=overv - 3 4 s I 2 6 
1 1. 0 1•)(1 o. 99(11 1. 00<)0 0.9901 1 • 0()01) 1.01<)(1 1 
~ t .. QZt)l ·~· 960:Z :. 01<)0 1. 97C : o.4•ns 0.5075 ::: I ~ 3 t .. o~o: IJ, 9706 3.0301 :;:.9410 o.z:~oo o. ::>401) .,. v 4 1. (14(;6 1).9610 4.0604 3.49020 o.:::46:S o .. :s6:: 4 
s 1.0510 0.951~ 5.1010 4.8534 0.1960 0.2000 :; 
.I 6 1.Q615 1).9420 6.1:520 :;.7955 0.16::15 0.17':'5 6 7 1. 07:::1 0 .. 9:327 7.2135 6.728:2 o. 1:0:86 0.1466 7 6 1. 08:::9 o .. 9~.~:5 6,2SS7 7.6Sl7 o.t:o7 o. t::::<)7 a 
9 1. u937 0.9143 9,3695 8.5660 0.1067 0.1167 9 
I 10 1.1046 0.90:53 10.46:: 9.4713 0.0956 0.1056 1<) 11 1.11::i7 0.6963 11.5668 10.3676 0.086:S 0.0965 11 12 1. 1:::68 0.8874 12.68Z!5 11. zs:it 0.0788 o.r;aaa 1:: 
13 1. 1381 0.8767 1:.ao93 1Z.13:S7 0.0724 o.r;a:4 t::: 
14 1.149:5 0.8700 14.9474 13.0037 0.0669 0.0769 14 
15 1.1610 (,),8613 16.0969 13.8650 0.0621 0.0721 15 
16 1.17::6 O.SS28 17.2:579 14.7179 0,0:579 0.0679 16 
I 17 1. 1643 •). 6444 16,4304 tS.S6:2~ 0.0543 0.064::; 17 19 1.1961 o.a:6o 19.6147 16.398::; 0.0510 0,0610 18 19 1. :oe 1 0.8:77 20.8109 17. 2::161) 0.0481 0.1)581 19 
20 1 .. :~·:-: 0.8195 ::!2.()190 18. 1)455 0.04:54 0 .. 0554 :20 
I 21 1. :z::..=4 o. 8114 23.:;:)92 18.8570 0.0430 0.0530 :1 ~2 1.::!447 0,8()34 24.4716 19.6604 0,0409 O.O:S09 ... ~ -~ 2'3 1 .. .:57~ 1), 7954 25.716:> 20.4559 0.0389 0.0489 ~-_...;. 
=4 1.:::697 0.787/;> 26.97:.:>:5 21.2434 0.0371 o. 1)471 24 
I 25 1.:2824 0.7798 2S.=4:SZ 2:-.o:z::a 0.0:::54 0.<)454 ~e ---:Z6 1 .. :195:: 0.7720 29.5:256 22.7q:;2 o.ol::9 0.04.::9 ::!6 27 1. :m8::: 0.7644 30.8209 23.$596 0.0:24 0.0424 :::7 
I 
29 1.3213 0.7569 32.1291 24.3164 0.0311 O.Q411 :!a 
29 1. 3::4~ 0.749:$ .33. 4504 25.0659 0.0299 0.0399 ~9 
::;o 1.3478 0.7419 :::4.7849 25.9077 0.0287 0.0387 30 
::q 1.361:; 0.7:;46 ~6.1~27 20.5423 0.0:77 o. ()::.77 :::1 
.,..., 1.:::749 0.727~ 37.4941 27.2696 0.0267 0.0367 .,..., I ~M v~ 33 1.3897 0.7201 38.9690 27.9897 0,0257 o.o::;7 --~·v ::>4 1. 402.!o 0.7130 40.2S77 26.7027 0.<•:49 O.f)346 .34 
.zs 1, 41<!>6 0.7059 41.6603 . 29.4086 0.0240 0.0340 ..,., ~--I 40 1.4889 0.6717 46.8864 32 .. 8347 0.020:5 o.c:::;:os 4<) 45 1.5648 0.6391 :56.4911 36.0945 0.0177 o.o:n 45 50 1.6446 0.6~)90 64.46;:):::! :S9.1961 o. 0155 (). t.'l2S~ 50 
5~ t.7:::8s 0.5785 1::.a:s~4 42.1472 0.0137 o.o::~7 ss I 6•) 1. 8167 0.5504 81.6696 44.9550 o.ot::! 0.0~22 6•) 6:5 1.9094 o.:;:::7 90.';>366 47.6266 (). 011<) 0.0210 65 





102 I APPENDIX A 
Table A'l. C~poUDd Inceces t Multipliers, 1 • 2% I 
SINGLE SUM ANNUA!:, SfiRl&;§ I n Future Prasent Future Present Sinl:ing Capital n Value Valua V.aluo Value Fund R10c:ovary 
1 2 3 4 6 -6 
1 1.0200 0.9804 1.0000 0. 98Ct4 1. 0000 I .0200 1 I ::! 1.0404 0.9612 2.0200 I. 9416 0.4931 0.5151 ::! 3 1,0612 0.~423 ~.0604 2.8839 0.3268 0.3468 3 
4 1 . 0824 0.9::!38 4.1216 ::!.8077 0.2426 0.2626 4 
5 I. 1Co41 0.9057 ::;,2040 4.7134 0.1922 0.21~2 5 
6 1.12b= o.8880 6.3081 5.6014 0.1585 0.1785 6 
7 1.1487 0.8706 7.4343 1!1.4720 o. 134~ o. 1545 7 
8 1.1717 0.8535 8.5829 7,:::s25S 0.1165 0.1365 a I 9 1. 19:51 0.9368 <1.7546 8.1622 0. 1025 0.1 22~ 9 10 1.2190 o.9:Z03 10.9497 e.982o 0.0913 o . 1113 10 
11 1 • :L434 0.8043 12. 1687 9.7868 0 .0822 o. 1022 11 
12 1 • 268:2 0.7885 13.41::!0 10.5753 0 , 0746 0.0946 12 I 13 1.lct~e:. 0.77::;0 14.6803 11.3483 0.0681 0 .0881 13 14 1.3195 0.7579 15,973'l' 12. 1062 0.0626 0 .0826 14 
15 1. ::S459 0.7430 17.2934 12.8492 0.0578 0.0778 IS 
16 l. 3729 0.7:::!84 18.6392 13.5777 0.0537 0.0737 16 I 17 1. 4(,u):! 0.7142 20.0120 14.2918 o.osoo o. 070(1 17 18 1.428:! 0.7002 21.4122 14,99::!0 0.0467 0.0667 18 
19 1.4:568 1),6864 22.8405 15.6784 0,0438 0.01!1:>8 19 
20 1.4859 O.Oi::>O 24.2973 16.3514 0,1)412 0 .0612 20 I 21 1. 3 157 0.6598 25.78.32 17.011:2 (),0388 0.0589 21 
22 1.S4b0 O.b468 27.2989 17.1!1580 0.0:3.!.6 0 . 0566 Z2 
" .. t. 5769 0.6342 28.8449 1B.Z9Z:Z 0.0347 0.0~47 " .. .. ~ ,__ I 24 1.61)84 o.c.zt7 ~0.4218 18 .9139 o.o:::29 O.OS2CJ 24 =5 1.640 1!1 0 . 0095 3'2~0:30:! 19.~2Z-4 0. 0312 0.0512 :zs 
26 1.67~4 0. 5971!. :$3.6708 20.1~10 0 . 0:::!97 0.0497 20 
27 I. 7 0 69 0.5859 ~S.3444 20.7069 0. 0 283 0 , 048:5 27 I 28 1,7410 0.5744 :S7.0511 ::U.2S12 0 . 0270 0.0470 29 ~q 1. 7758 0.51>31 38.7921 21.8443 0.0258 0 . 0458 29 
30 I. 8114 0.5521 40.:5b79 22.3964 1),0:&;47 0.0447 30 
31 I. 947b 0.5412 42.379::S 22.9377 0.02::>6 0 . 0431> 31 I _., t. 984~ O.::i:S06 44.2:i!b9 ~~-4683 t). 0:=26 0.0426 .,., -~ -~ 
33 l. 9222 o. 52(J2 46. 1114 23.9985 0.0217 0.0417 33 
34 1. 9607 0.5100 48.0336 :Z4.498S 0.0208 0.041)8 34 I -~ 1.999'l' 0.5000 49.9943 24.9986 0.0200 (), 0400 :::s w>l 40 2 6".::!080 0.452'? 60.4017 27,3~:54 0.0166 0 .0366 40 
45 ~.4~78 0.4102 71.8'?~ 29,4901 0.0139 0.0339 45 
::;o 2.0.916 0.~715 84.57'?0 31.4~30 0. 0118 0 . 0319 ::;o I ::i5 2.9717 0.~:::05 'i'B.::iSi!ol :J3. 1747 0.0101 0.0301 5~ 60 ~.2810 o. 3(J48 114.0:51(.) 34. 76•)8 0 . 1)1)88 0.0288 60 
65 ~-6=~5 0.271>1 131 . 1255 36. 1974 0.0076 0.0276 65 





u APP~DIX A Table A3. Compound Intet'eSit Mult.ipliers, 1 • 3% 
I SINGLE SUM ANNUAL SE:RIES 
n Future PrQs;,ent Future Present Sink1ng Cal)ital 
" I Value Value ValuQ ValuQ Fund Recovary - 3 4 5 6 1 2 
1 1.0300 0.9709 1.0000 0.9709 1.000<) 1.0300 1 
I 2 1.0609 0.9424 2.0300 1. 913:5 0.4926 0.5:2~6 2 3 1.0927 0.9151 3.0909 2.92so 0 .. 3~35 o .. :;~:;:; 3 4 1.1~:;:; 0.9985 4. 1836 3.7171 0.~~90 0.:2~90 4 
5 1.159::: 0.9626 5.3091 4. :s7•n 0.1994 0.2194 5 
I 0 1.1941 0.8375 6.4684 :5.4172 0.1546 o. 1946 0 7 1.::99 0.8131 7.6625 0.2303 0.130::1 0.160::1 7 a 1.2669 0.7994 9,8923 7.0197 0.112:5 0.142::1 9 
9 1. 3048 0.7664 10".1:591 7.7861 0,0994 0.1294 9 
I 10 1.34::;9 0.7441 11.4639 8.:5302 0,0972 0.1172 1<) 11 1. :;e42 0.7:24 12.8079 9.2:526 0,0791 0.1081 11 
12 1.4259 <). 7014 14.1920 9.9540 0.0705 •:>. 1005 t:: 
~ 13 1.468!5 0.6810 15.6179 10.63:50 0.0640 0.0940 1:: 14 1.:5124 0,6611 17.086::> 11.2961 o.o:ses 0.099:5 14 15 1.5:580 0.6419 18.5989 11.9379 0.0538 o.oe::9 15 
16 1.6047 0.02'32 20.1:SC.9 1:::.5611 0.0496 0.0796 16 
I 17 t.o:;~a 0.6050 21.7616 13.1661 0.0460 0.0760 17 19 1.70::4 0.:5874 23.4144 13.7:S3:S 0.0427 o.o7:::7 18 19 1.7535 0.:5703 2:5. 1169 14.32::!:8 0.0398 0.0698 19 
:20 1.8061 0 .. 5537 26.97<)4 14.9775 o .. o:l72 0,067:: 20 
I 21 1. B60::S o.S~7:5 28 • .!>76:5 1:5.41:50 0.0349 0.0649 21 22 l. 9161 O.:i219 ::;o.S368 15.9369 0 .. 03~7 o.oa:::7 22 :z~ 1. 97::;6 0.5067 32.4529 16.4436 0.0308 o.OoOS ..,..,. 
-v 
I ::!4 2.o=::s 0.4919 ::S4. 4~6::; 16.9~!5 0.0290 0.0590 :24 ::5 :.o9:::;a 0.4776 ::1:6.4593 17.41::S1 O.OZ74 0.0:574 :::~ 26 2.1:566 0.4637 38.5530 17.9769 Q.0'2:i9 O.O:i::i9 ::o 
27 2 .. 2213 <),4502 40.7096 18.3270 0.0246 0,0546 27 
I 29 2.2879 0.4371 42,9309 19.7641 0.02Z3 o.osz: :::e 29 ~.:560 0.424::> 45.2199 19.1995 0.0221 0 .. 05:=1 29 30 2.427~ 0.4120 47.5754 19.6004 0.0210 O.OSlO so 
31 2.:1001 0.4000 so.oo:n 20.0004 o.o::oo o.osoo ::>1 
I ... .., 2.:57'!';1 0.3883 !52.5027 zo.::;aas 0.0190 <), 1)490 -.., -- ..>~ ,_ 2.6:i2~ 0.:::770 :;s.on9 20.76:58 0.0182 0.0482 33 vv 34 2.7319 0.3660 57.7302 21.1::S1B o.oxn 0.047::: :S4 
:ss 2.8139 0.3~:i4 60.4621 21.4972 0.016:5 •),<)465 :;;::; I 4<~ 3 .. -2020 0.3066 75.4<>12 23.1148 0. <H::S:S 0.04~~ 40 45 ::s.7a1o 0.2644 92. 71 '!'9 24.5187 0,1)1(>9 0.0408 45 
so 4.~83<1 0.:2291 112.7968 2:S.7Z98 0.0099 o.o::;a9 so 
• 
55 5.0821 0.1968 136.0716 26.7744 0.0<)73 0.0::73 :;::; 
60 5.8916 0.1697 u.::s.os34 27.6756 0.0061 0.0361 6•) 
65 6.8300 0.1464 194.:-:::!7 28,4529 o. 0<):51 0.0351 6:5 







104 I APPENDIX A 
Table A4. Compound Incerest Multipliers, 1 • 4t I ; 
SING!,.s Slo!M ANNU,:,L SERIES I n Futur-e Preosent Future Present S1nk1n9 C.apttal n Value V.alue V.aluQ V.alu.a Fund Recov101r-y 
- 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1. (14(>0 ¢.9615 t. ()()()') 0.961'5 1.0000 1. 0400 1 I ~ 1.0916 0.9240 : ... (.t400 I, 8861 0.4902 O.:i302 2 3 1.1:49 0.9990 s.t:to ~.7751 0.320::; o. 3603 :; 
4 1.1699 0.8:548 4.246~ S .. 6299 o.~35S 0.2755 4 
5 1. ~167 0.8219 :5.4163 4.4518 0.1846 0.::246 :I I 6 1. ~6:5~ 0.7903 6.63~0 5.2421 0.1:508 o. 191)8 b 7 1.:::159 0.7:599 7.8983 6.0021 0,1266 0.1666 7 
8 1. 3.!>96 0.7::;07 9.214:2 6.'7327 0.1085 0,1485 a I 9 1.4::::>: 0.7026 10.:5828 . 7.4:SS::S 0.0945 0.1345 9 10 1 .. 490: 0,6?56 12.0061 8.1109 0.0833 0.12SS 10 
11 1. 5:';9!5 0.6496 1S.486Z: 8.7605 0.0741 o. 1141 11 
12 1.6010 0.6246 1s.o~se 9.3851 0.0666 o. 1066 12 I 13 1.66:31 0.6006 16.6268 9.9856 0.0601 0.1001 13 14 1.7:!:17 0.5775 18.2919 10.5631 0.0:547 0.0947 14 
15 1. 80<)9 o.sss:: 20.02:l6 11.1184 0.0499 0.1)899 15 
16 1.87:::;0 0.5339 ~1.924:S 11.6:523 0.04:58 o.oas8 16 I 17 1. 9479 . 0.5134 z:;;.o975 12.1657 0.0422 o.oa::2 17 18 :.o:sa 0.4936 25.6454 1Z.659:S 0,0:>90 0,1)790 19 
19 Z.lOOS 0,4746 27.671: 13.1339 0.0361 0.0761 19 
20 2.1911 0.450.4 :!9.??91 1~.590:!: o.o:::::;6 o. •)736 :!0 I 21 :.Z7SS o.4::;8a 31. 964?2 14 .. 0292 0.0313 0 .. 071~ 21 
:2 ~-~694:1 0 .. 42::!0 34.2479 14.4:111 0.0292 0.069:!' ~2 
.,_ 2.4647 0.40:57 36,6179 14.9'569 0.0::!73 o. (tb73 ~~ 
---
·~ I ~4 2.:i6~3 0.::::901 ~9.0926 15.2470 o.o~~6 1). 0656 24 =~ : .. ooss 0.:::;751 41.6459 15.0~21 0.•):4t) o. (>640 25 
26 Z .. 7?:S 0,:;':61)7 44.3117 1:1.98::9 o.o~:o 0.0626 20 
27 2.99::;4 0.3468 47.0642 16.3296 0.0212 1), 0612 27 I 29 :!.9987 o.~33:i 49.9675 1.!>.6631 0.0200 0.0600 :::a 29 3.1186 0.3207 52.9662 16.9937 0,0199 0.0:189 :q 
3¢ 3.~434 o.~oe~ 56.0949 1i.~92() 0.0179 0.0579 ::o 
31 :;.:Z7~1 0.2965 ~9.3~83 17.:5885 0.0169 0.0569 ~l I 32 3.5081 0.2851 62.7014 17.97:5 0.01:19 0.1)559 ~~ .,_ 33 3.6494 0.:!741 66.209:5 18.1476 O.Ot:il 0.0551 3::: 
34 ~.7q43 0.2636 69.8578 18.4112 0.¢143 0.0543 34 I ::::s :::.9461 O.Z534 73.65:1 18.6646 o.ot:::6 0.0536 ..,. .. .,.., 4t) 4.-9010 o.:OS3 9S.O~S4 19.79:8 0.0105 0.0505 40 
4:i :1 .. 941~ 0.1712 121.02~ 20.720(1 o.ooa:::: 0.0483 45 
50 7.1067 o. 1407 152.6669 ~1.4B:2 1),0066 0.04bb SO I 55 9.6464 0.1157 191.1529 =:.1080 0.0052 0.045: 55 60 10.5196 0,1)951 2:;7.990: 2::!.02::5 0,1)042 1), 0442 60 
o:i 12.7987 0.(.1791 :::94.9679 2:::. 1)467 (1,1)034 0.0434 65 






I !able A5. Co~pound Ineerest Mulc:iplieu, 1 • 5% 
I SINGLE SUM ANNUAL SERIES n Future Pr-esent Futur-e Present S1nl<ing Ci>J>l tal n Vlllue V•lue V.alua Value Fund RC!co~o~er-y 
-
2 4 5 I 3 & 
I 1 1. 05t)0 0.9524 1.0000 0. <;1524 I. OOOfJ 1. 0500 1 ::! 1.1025 0,9070 2.0500 1.8594 0.4876 0. 5:78 2 
3 1.1576 0.8638 3.15:Z:i 2 .. 7;!~2 0.317::! 0.~07:! 3 
I 4 t.:=lS:i 
0.8227 4.::aot :::.5459 0.2320 0.2820 4 
:5 1. 2763 0.7835 5.5:0:56 4.:S295 0.1810 0 .2310 5 
6 I • ::S40 1 0.7462 6.a019 5.07:57 0.1470 0.1970 6 
7 1.4071 0.7107 8.1420 5.7864 0.1228 o. 1728 7 
I a 1. 4775 0.6768 9.5491 6.4632 0.1047 0,1!547 a 9 1.551:S 0.6446 I(. 0265 7. I07a 0.0907 o. 1407 9 10 1. 6289 0.61:S9 1::!.:5779 7.7217 0.0795 o. 12<;15 10 
11 1. 7103 0.5847 14.2068 8.3064 0.0704 o. 1=()4 11 
·I 12 t. 7959 0.5568 15.9171 8.86.32 0.0629 0. 1129 t:Z 13 I. 88:!/6 0,5:S03 17.7129 9,3936 O.O:S6::i 0.1065 13 
14 1.9799 0. 5tj::i1 19.5986 9,S9a6 0.0510 0.1010 14 
15 2.0789 0.4910 21, S785 10.3796 0.046::5 0. C)963 15 
I 16 :i:.l929 0.45a1 23.6574 10.6378 0.0423 o.oq-:::!3 16 17 2. ~92(J 0.4363 z:;. 840::S 11.2741 O,OSS7 0.0887 17 
IS 2.4066 •). 4155 29 .. 1:::z:s 11.6896 o.o:::ss 0.0855 18 
I 19 z.5::oq 0.:957 30.5389 12.08!53 t). 0327 o.oa27 19 20 :..6~33 0.3769 ::Z~.OC59 12.4622 0.0302 0.0902 20 21 2.7860 0.3589 35.7192 12.8211 o.o:zao 0.0780 :::!1 
~:z =·9=53 o.:>41'i> ::S8.SOS1 13.1630 0.0~60 0.0760 .,., ~ 
I ~- 3. t>71S 0.3ZS6 41.4304 13.4996 0~0241 ().0741 ~-... v -~ 24 3~2~~1 0.3101 44.~019 1:::.7986 0,022:5 0.07:::!5 :::!4 
=~ 3.~S&:S O.Z'i>:i3 47.7270 14.0939 0.0210 0 . 0710 Z5 
26 3.:S::i:S7 0.:!812 ::51.1133 14.37:::1::! 0,0196 0.01>96 26 
I 27 3.7334 0.2678 54.1>690 14.64::>0 o.o1e::: 0.068::: 27 28 3.9:!01 0.2551 58.40:!4 14.8981 0.0171 0.0671 2e 
:!9 4.1161 0,2429 62.3~2~ 15.1411 0.0160 0.06.!.0 :!C? 
I 30 4.~21~ 0.2314 66.4::>96 15.3724 0.0151 I),(J651 30 31 4.5390 o.:::=o4 70.7606 1:i.S928 0.0141 0 .0641 Sl ~2 4.7649 0.2099 75.:::!986 1:S.S027 0.0133 o.o6:>:S 3~ 
3:S :;.0032 o. 1999 80.o~s u •. 0025 0.0125 0.0625 33 
I 34 5.25~ o. 1904 85.01>67 11>.1929 0. Olta 0 .0618 ::i4 :5 5.5160 o. 181'3 'i>O.S200 16.3742 o. 0111 0.0611 :;:; 40 7 .-"()400 0.1420 120.7'i>'i>:S 17.1591 t), 0083 0.0583 40 
45 a.qa~o 0.1113 159.69'1'5 17.7741 o. Ot)63 0.056::5 45 
I so 11.4674 o.OS72 ~09.:'Z470 18.:::559 0,0048 t). 0548 50 S::i 14.6~50 O.t)683 272. 711::; 1B.03~5 0.0037 o.os:::7 ss 
60 18 • .!.791 0.0535 ::;:::;:s.SBia 18.929:S o.ooze 0.0:5:!9 60 





106 I APPENDIX A 
Table A6. Compound Interest Multipliers, ~ .. 6~ I 
SINGLE SUM ANNUAL SERIES I :1 F'uture Present Fut1.1re Present Sinklng Cap i t.al n Value V«lue Value ValuQ Fund Rec:over-v 
1 2 3 4 6 6 
1 1.000(1 0.94~4 1.0000 0,9434 1.00~)0 1.0<!>00 1 I 2 1 .. 1236 0.891)1) :2.0000 1. e~:s4 0.4854 0.5454 2 
- 1.191(1 0.9396 ::.1836 2.<!>730 0.3141 0.3741 3 .. 
4 1. 26:5 0.7921 4.3746 3.4651 0.2296 0.2986 4 
5 t.:~e:: 0.7473 5.6'S71 4.~124 0.1774 0 .. 2::74 :; I 6 1.4195 1),7030 6 .. 9753 4.9173 0,1434 0.~0~4 6 
7 1. 5036 o. o6:'.il 8.3939 :5.::5824 0.1191 0.1791 7 
8 1. :i938 0.6274 9.8975 <!>.2099 0.1010 0.1610 9 I 9 1.6893 1),3919 1i.4913 6,8017 0.0870 0.1470 9 10 1. 7908 0.3594 1::S.1809 7.3601 0.07:19 0.1359 1() 
11 1. 898::; f)., 5:69 14.9716 7.8869 0,0669 0.1269 11 
12 z .. ot:: (), 4970 1<!>.8699 8.3938 0.05<?3 0.1193 12 I 13 z.t:::~9 0.4688 18.8921 8.8527 0.0530 0.1130 IS 14 2.2609 •) .. 4423 21.0150 9.2950 0.0476 0.1076 14 
15 :::.3966 0.4173 23.2759 9.71~2 0.0430 o.1o::::o 15 
16 2 .. 540~ 0.39:>6 25.6725 10. 1059 0.0390 0.0990 16 I 17 2 .. 6928 0.::714 ~8.:2128 10.4773 0.0354 0.0954 17 19 ~ .. 954:: o. ::s·:-.~ :::0.9056 11),9276 0.0324 0.09:1:4 19 
l'i' 3.0:256 ().3~0:i 33.7599 11.1581 0.0:1:96 0.0996 19 
20 :: .. :071 •:..:.tts 36.7955 11.4699 0.0~72 0.087:2 :20 I :t ~.39~0 0.:942 39.99:::7 11.7641 o. 025() o.oe:so 21 
2:: :r. .. oo::s o.=77':i 4~.:!9:::: 12.0416 1),.02~,, 0.0930 ~~ .:....;. 
~- 3.8197 o.:::619 46.9957 12.3034 0.0213 o. ~)913 ~-~·.> -~· I ::!4 4.0489 0.:::470 50.8155 1~.55()4 0.0197 0.0797 ~4 ::; 4.::919 o.:::o 54.8644 1::.7834 (1,(1192 0.079:! ::s 
Zb 4.5494 1), :::t 'l'9 :59.1:563 13.0032 0.0169 0.0769 ::6 
27 4.8~::: o.:o74 63.7057 13.210:i (),(1157 0.07'57 27 I ::a 5. 1117 0.19:56 68 .. 5:80 13.4062 0.0146 0.0746 :!9 29 5.4184 o. 1946 73.6397 1S.:S907 0,01::>6 0.0736 29 
30 5.74:::5 0.1741 79.0590 13.7648 0.•>126 O.Oi:::6 30 
::a 6.0891 o. 1643 84.9013 13.9:::91 0.0118 (1, 0718 31 I -~ 6.45::l4 o. 1550 90.9996 14.0840 0.011<) 1),0710 32 ·~-
·.J~ Q. 841)6 o. 1462 97.34:::0 14.~~0: •).fJI 03 0.0703 3::3 
:54 7.:!514) o. 1::::79 104.18::5 14.3691 0.1~1)96 0.(1696 :S4 I .'35 7.0.861 o.1:::01 111 • 4:34:; 14.498::1: 0.0091) 0.0690 ;;;s 41) w.·:::as7 1),0972 154.7616 1:1.0463 •). (1(•65 0.06.!>5 4(> 
J.'!j 13.'7040 0.0727 212. 74:::-e 15.4558 0.0047 0.0647 45 
50 18.4:::!1)1 0.054~ :9o . .:::st 15.7619 1),01)34 1).06:::4 5() I 55 :4. 651:•:: 1),0406 394. t 7(18 13.990:5 0.0025 0.•>6:5 :iS oO ::::2.9976 •). o.:to: s:-:.::.1::63 1.!>.tot4 0.1)1)19 1),1)619 o•) 
63 44.1448 t). (J::17 719,1)8(13 1o.:::B91 0.0014 0.1)614 65 








Compound Interest Multipliers. i • 70:: 
;ilN!aiLE: li!.!tl QNNUQL "ERIE:S 
I n FuturE Present. Fut.ur" PresQnt. Sin1<1n9 C«~pi tal n V.alue . V.alue Value Value Fund RecovQry 
-
-1 2 3 4 5 6 
I l 1. 0700 0.9;:\46 1.0000 
0.<:1::;46 1. 01~00 1. 1)71)1) 1 
2 t. 1449 0.8734 2. •)700 1. sr;eo 0.4631 o .. s5::t ::! 
..,. 1. :::::iCt 0.916~ 3.2149 2 .. 6243 o. 3111 o. 3611 -.;.. 4 1. ::aoa ().76::!9 4.4399 3.3972 0.2:252 0.29:i: 4 
I 5 1. 40::o 1).7130 :S.7507 4.1002 0.17:::;9 0.2439 s 6 1.5007 0.6663 7.1S:;~ 4.7665 0.1399 0.::!096 6 7 1. 60:56 0.6227 8.6:540 ~.3893 o. 1156 0.1856 7 
a 1. 719::: 0.5920 10.2S98 5.971~ 0.0975 0.1675 8 
I 9 t. e::;a:s o.S439 11.9780 6.S1:52 o.o9::;::; 0.1:5:?.5 9 10 1.967::! 0.51)83 13.9165 7.0236 0.07::;!4 o. 1424 10 
11 z. 1049 0.47:51 15.76:::;6 7.4997 0.0634 t). 1:::::4 11 
I 
12 2.2s::z o. 4441) 17.899:5 7.94:::7 0.0539 0.1::!:19 12 
1::Z 2.40'18 0.4150 20.1407 6.3577 0.0497 0.1197 13 
14 :::.5765 0.3978 :::::.:ssos 8.7455 0.044::; 0.1143 14 
IS :. 759•) 0.~624 2!5.1291 9.1079 0.0396 0.1098 1:1 
I· 
16 ~.9S:!Z 0.~::87 27.8661 9,4467 0.03!59 
''· 10:59 16 17 :::;.1:588 0.3166 30.8403 9.7632 f).O:Z~4 o. 10::':4 17 
19 3.3799 0.2'159 ::;:.q9q1 10. •)S91 0,1)294 1),1)994 16 
19 3.6165 o.:765 37.3790 10.33:56 (1 .. 0269 1). 0968 19 
I ::o ::.8697 O .. =:SS4 40.99:>:5 10.5940 0.1)244 1). 0944 ::o 21 4. 1406 0.::!415 '14.965:! to.e:::::s::; ().,():23 0.09::::: :::1 z:: 4.4;:>04 o .. ::::si 49.1)0:18 11.0612 O.l1Z04 0.09<)4 .,.., ..... 
~s 4.7405 o.:::1o9 ~:;; .. 4::62 11 .. 27:!~ 0.0197 1). (>987 ::-: I :!4 :!;.,07::!4 0.1971 59.1768 11.4693 0.0172 0.097::! :4 25 ~.4:74 0.184:2 63 .. ::44:?1 11.6:i::$6 0.0158 0.(18~8 25 
26 5.8074 0 .. 172: 68.6766 11.8256 0.0146 0.0846 ::b 
I 27 6 .. :!139 0.161)9 74,4940 11.9867 o. (>134 o.o9:::4 27 :::a 6.6468 0.1504 90.6979 12.1~71 o.O!Z4 0.1)624 29 :;:9 7. 114::> 0.1406 97.3467 12.2777 0.0114 0.0914 :9 
30 7 .. 612:: 0.1314 94.4609 12.4090 0.01(>6 0.0906 30 
I 31 6.1451 o .. 1::s 102.0732 12 .. 5318 0.0098 0.0799 31 ~ ... 8.7153 <).1147 110.:Z184 12.6466 o. 01)91 0.0791 ~: ·-·-
-- 9 .. ~~54 1),1072 118.9336 12.7:5sa 0.01)84 0,1)794 3~ 
"'" 34 9.9761 o. 1002 128.2590 1:Z.8::i40 0.0078 0.0778 34 I 3S 10.6766 0.0937 13B .. 2Z7t 12.9477 0.0072 0.0772 35 40 14."9745 0.0668 199.63:1:5 13 .. 3::>17 1). 00:50 1), 0750 4() 
45 zt.oo:s 0,0476 295.75~ 13,60!SS 0.0035 o.o7::s 4:5 
I so :9 .. 4571 0.0339 406.5300 13.9007 o .. oo~s o.o7:s so :;:; 41.:a:;1 1). 0:42 575.9302 1:3.9399 0.0017 0.0717 55 60 57.9466 0.0173 st~ .. ~:zze 14.0392 o. 1)<)1:;: 1). 071 z ol) 
os 61.:Z7S1 0.01:3 1t4o.7:>9o 14.1099 0.01)<)9 0.0709 65 




108 I Al'P ENI>lX A 
Table A8. Compound Interest Multipliers, 1 • Bt 
I 
SINGLE SU11 ANNUAL SERIES I n FuturR Pre5ent Future Pre&ent Sinking Cap1tal n Volue Value Va.lul! Value Fund Rec:overy 
- 6 -1 2 3 4 5 
1 1.08(10 0.9:59 1. 01)1)0 0.9259 1.0000 1. 08(10 1 I ::? 1.1664 0 .. 957: 2. 08CJI) 1 . 78:>.~ 0.4808 0.5608 2 3 I. ::!:597 0.7938 3.:!464 ~.5771 0,3080 c•. z.sao ::; 
4 1.::soo~ o.7::;so 4.5061 3.Z121 0.221~ 0.3019 4 
s 1.4693 (1, 6806 5.8666 3.9927 0.170:5 (J.2:::i05 :5 I 0 1. 5869 o~c::o~ 7.:l::l~9 4.6229 o. 13b3 0.216.3 b 
7 I. 7138 0.5835 8.92~8 5.::!00.4 0.1121 0. 19::!1 7 
a I. 8S09 o.s~ 10.63b6 5.7466 0,0940 0. 1740 8 I 9 1.9991) 0.:5002 t:t.487b 6.2469 0.0801 0.10.01 9 10 2.1589 0.4b3: 14,480.6 6.7101 0.0690 0.1490 10 
11 ~. ::.'5 16 1), 4289 lb.64:5S 7. 1390 0.0601 0,1401 11 
12 ~.5182 0.3971 18.9771 7.S:S61 0.0527 0 .. 1~~7 12 I 1::> 2.7196 o.:::677 21.4953 7,9038 0.0465 0.1:::::65 13 14 =..'937= o.::4os 24.=149 8.2442 0.041::: 0.1213 14 
15 3..17:;:: 0.3152 27. 1:521 8~5595 0.03b8 0.1168 IS 
lb ~.4:S9 0.:::!919 30.~Z4~ 8.8:514 o.o:;3o 0.1130 lb I 17 :;.?000 0.:!703 ~=-- 75t)~ 9.1216 0.0:0:96 0.11)96 17 18 :::. 996() o.=:so~ ~7.450:l 9. 3719 0.0::.!.7 0.1067 18 
19 4.=1~7 0.~:;17 41.4463 9.6036 0.0241 0.1041 19 
I Zt) 4.6610 o.:14S 45.76:?0 9.9191 0.0:219 o. 1019 2() :t 5.0::~8 o. 1987 50 .. 4:2:0 10.0168 0.0198 0.0996 ~1 
.. ~ 5.4:11.5 o. 183"? ~~- 4569 10.::!007 0.0180 o. 098•) .. .., 
~- 5.9715 0.170::: 60.89~3 10.3711 0.0164 0.09b4 ,..,.., .. ,~ -~ I :.q o.:;4t=. o. 1577 0.6.7646 10 .. ~518 OJJ1SO 0.0950 :?4 25 6.8495 0. 1460 7::;. 11)60 10.6748 0.01:::7 (.1.0'737 25 
~6 7.J.964 o .. t.'!-s~ 79,9545 10 .9100 0.0125 0.0925 2~ 
27 7.9881 t), 1~:5~ 87.::;50 9 10.9352 0 . 0114 0.0914 ~7 I zs B.o:l7L (1, 1159 95.3389 11.1)511 0.0105 o. 09(1S za 
:::9 9 . :.1?'::: 1). 1 (.)7::; 103. 966~· 11.1584 0.0096 0.0896 :9 
~·J 11). •)6~7 1), 0994 lt3.=s.::: 11.:::578 1), 0099 1), osae :so 
31 \(). 8677 0. 1)92(.) 1:!::;.:!.4b0 11 • :;498 0. lj(J81 0.0881 :t I w .. 11.7':,71 o .. os:;: 1::4 .. 21:7 11. 4::;:51) 0.0075 1).(1875 .... ...:...:.. 
..;..~ 1~.0i61 1).07S9 145,95(19 It. 51:::9 0.0069 O.Q869 
--
~ ... 
~4 13.6901 4) .. 07:0 158.6269 11. SSb<? 0. 0(>6::; IJ, 086:; 34 I -· 14.7854 0.0676 17~ .. ::a 10 ll.b54b 0.0058 o.oesa _.,. ~'-' ~· .. 40 ~ 1 .· 7=:4S 0.0460 :::59.05"9 11.9::!4.!. o. (>0:::9 o.os::;q 41) 
45 :1 .. ~=05 o .. o:t: :::so. 5(J6-= IZ.1(184 0. (u;,:o o.oa:::c. 45 
so ~;,. 9017 C). t;J:l:: 57:.7711 1::::.::::;s 0.01)17 0.0:1917 50 I ~~ b8,9t41) o.ot~5 848.9:47 t:::.:::ts6 «).t)t)1~ 0.081:? ::;:; 60 1(11 .. ::573 1). (11)99 1 ::::;;::: • : 16Ct t:.::;7bo o. 0(11)8 o. (181)8 61:1 
os 148.780: (1. 0067 194 7. :!5~1) 1=.4160 f). (u)()!i 0.080!5 o::i 





I APl'Em>IX A 
Iable .1.9. Compo~nd lnteres~ )tultipliers, 1 • 9% 
I 
ST NGLE SUM ANNUAL. SERIES 
I 0 Fu~ure Present Future Present Sinl<ing . C.ap i t&l n Valu~ Value Value Value Fund Re cove ry 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 I. 1,900 0.9174 1 . 01:01)0 0.9174 1. 0000 1.0900 1 
I ::! 1 , 1881 (),8417 :!.09(10 1. 7:591 0.4785 0~569~ ~ .. :::; 1 . 2950 0.17== :;.:781 2.~:a3 0,3051 0.3951 
"' 4 1.4116. (1.7084 4. S731 3.Z397 o.:::t87 0.:3087 4 
I 5 t.~~eo 0.1>49"1 5."1847 3.8897 0,1671 0.2571 5 0 ).6.771 o.S'i63 7. !5:Z33 i-4859 o. 1::1:49 0.2:229 6 7 1. a:::eo O.:S470 9,201)4 :5 .. 0330 0. 11)87 0.1987 7 
a 1. 9<;>26 0.5019 11. 1)28:5 5.5348 0.0907 o. 181)7 a 
9 ~ - 1719 o. 4604 13.0210 5.9952 0 . 0768 0 . 1669 9 
10 2. :::1>74 0.42:~4 15.1929 6.4177 0,06.58 o .1~~e 10 
II :;:.S804 0.:::875 17.:S60:S 6.8052 0 . 0569 0.146"1 II 
12 :::.8127 0.3555 20. 1407 7. 1607 0.0497 0 .13"17 12 
I 1::: :. 0 658 0.326.2 ~.9~:S4 7.4869 0.0436 o. l:!'Z6 13 14 :::;.3417 0.2992 26.0192 7 . '7862 o.o:::a4 o. 1284 14 
!:S 3,1!.425 0.:::745 29.:::609 8. 0607 0.0341 0.1241 15 
I 11> 
::;,9703 o.:::s19 3~. 0C)34 8.3126 o.o:;;o;: 0.1203 1b 
17 4. =:76 o .. ~:;a 1 ~6.97~7 8.5431> 0 . 0270 o. 117(1 17 
18 4. 7171 0.~120 4!.3014 9.7'5:56 0.0242 0 .1142 19 
19 :s. 1417 0.1945 46.0195 8.9501 0.0~17 0.1117 19 
20 5. 61)44 0.1794 :51. 1602 9, 1285 0.0195 0.109:5 20 
:t 6.11)88 1), 1637 56,7646 9.29~2 0.0176 0,1076 21 
~., 6.658b 1), 1:502 62.87::4 9.4424 0.0159 0. 11,59 '"'? 
--~-_ ... 7.:2579 0.1378 09 .!53~0 9. 5802 0.0144 0.1044 ... ~ _ .... 
I 24 7.9 111 1), 1264 76.7899 9.7066 o. 01Zt) o.to::" ~4 :25 8. o:::::::a 0.1160 84.7010 9.9220 0.0118 0.1018 ::s 
:26 9.~992 1), 1064 9:3,:$241 9.9290 0 . 0107 o. 1•)07 ~6 
I 27 
10.~451 0.0976 102. 72'~3 10.0266 0.009? 0.0997 27 
28 11,1672 0.0895 112.9684 JO, 1161 0.0089 0.0989 26 
:!9 12.1722 0.08Z2 124. 13~:5 10.1983 o.tJOB1 0 . 0981 29 
::o 13.=b7? 0.07:54 1:::6. 3077 10.2737 0 . 007:::> 0.097~ ~0 
I 31 14. 4618 0.0691 149.:57::;4 10.3428 0.0067 0,()967 ::a =2 15.7.!>34 0 . 0634 164.0::>72 10.40o2 0 . 01)61 o. oo;oc. t 32 ::s.~ 17.1821 0.0582 179,8006 10.4644 0.00:56 o. 1)956 33 
.'l4 18. n.a4 0.0:534 196.9927 10.:5178 o. 01)5 1 0.0951 34 
I 3~ 20. 4140 0,0490 215.7111 tO.S668 0. 1)046 0 . 0946 ::;s 40 ::11. 4095 o.o:ae :'5~7.8831 10.7574 0.0030 0.09::l0 40 4:5 4 9.3:Z74 0.0207 :i:Z~.9S98 10.8812 O,OIH9 0.091'? 45 
"I so 74.3S77 0.01::>4 815.095:: 10.9617 0.1)1)1:0: 0.0912 50 ss 114.4085 1).0()87 1260. 09:SO 11.•)14() o.oooe 0.0908 55 60 176 .•)319 0.00:57 1944. 7971) 11.0480 1),0005 0,091)5 61) 
65 270 . 9468 0.0037 29"18.:2970 11.0701 0.01)03 0.09(.)::; 65 






110 I 1\PPENDIX A 
Table AlO. Compound Interest Multipliers, 1 • LO~ I 
SINGLE !iiUM ANNUAL SERIES I n Fut.ur-e Pre,.ent Future Presl!nt Sinking C.a.pi tal n Value Valuo Va lue V-alue Fund flec:overv 
l 3 4 5 6 
1 I. 1000 0.9091 I , f)<)OO 0.9091 1.0000 1. 10()() 1 I 2 1. :::10<) r). s:64 ~- 11)()0 1 . 7:ss 0.4762 0.:5762 2 ::; 1.3:t•:• 0.7513 :::;. :tO•) :<: .4869 0.:3021 0.4021 ;:; 
4 I • 4641 o . 683-t) 4.641() 3 .1699 0.:1:5:1 0. :H:S5 4 ' 
5 1. 0 lf.l:i o. 62(J9 6.1051 3 .790S 0. 1638 0.20~8 5 
-
6 l. 7716 0.5645 7.7156 4.3~~3 0.1296 ().~296 0 
7 1.9487 0.51~= 9&497= 4.8684 0.1054 0.2054 7 
a ~- 1430 0.4665 11. 43:59 St~:349 0.0874 0.1874 8 I 9 2-=~79 0.4:<:4! 1$.579:0 5.7590 o.o7:So o. 17::::6 9 10 2.5937 o.::::;ass 15.9:<:74 b. 1446 o. 0627 0 . 1627 10 
11 Z.BS::::I ().~~OS 18.S312 6. 4951 0.0:040 0.1540 II 
12 '3, 1384 0), ::!:186 21.384~ 6.8137 0 . 0 468 o . 1468 1~ I 13 3 . 45=:: 0.::!11197 24.'5::27 7.1034 o . ()408 o . 1408 13 14 3 .7'175 1). :zoz:s. 27.97SQ 7.:5667 o.o3S7 o. 13:57 14 
1:0 4.177': 1).~~94 31.7725 7.61)61 0.(1315 0.1315 1:1 
lb 4.59:51) o.:t76 3:5.9497 7.8~::;:7 0.0278 0,1278 16 I 17 ~-0~45 0.1978 4f), 5447 8.0216 0.0247 o. 1:::!47 17 
18 :s.~:i9q 0.1799 45.5992 8.2014 1).0219 O.l:i:l9 18 
19 b. liS'? o. 16~~ :51. 1591 8.3649 0.019:i o. 1195 I 'I' I 20 o.7:7S <). 14BC. :57.2750 8 . 5136 0 . 017:5 o. t 175 2(J :I 7 .. 4(1t)~ 0,)::;:51 04.00=5 8.6487 O.Ol:ib O.!t::<C. 21 
~~ e. 14•:.::; o.t~:s 71.40:28 8.771:> 0.0140 o. 1140 :Z2 
.,- 9~9543 0 . 1117 79.54:;;i1 8.883:? O.•H26 o . 1126 ~- I -~ -·~ 24 9.8497 O.iOtS 88.4974 8.9847 o. 011:!: 1) .11 13 24 =s 14) .. 8:04 7 o. (1~"1:; 98.::;471 9.0770 0,0102 0,110::<: 25 
::6 II. 919: 0.083~ 109.1818 9. 16•)9 0. Oo)9::l 0.109::! :::o 
:7 13. 1100 I),(J763 121. IQOO ~.237~ 0.0083 0.108:> 27 I ::a !4.4211) 0 .. 069~ 1~4. ::too 9.:::066 0.•)075 o. 1075 28 
:9 15.86::::1 0.00130 148. 631•) 9.3696 0).0067 0.1067 29 
::•) 17.4494 0. (J~73 164.4941 9,4::!69 0.(0061 0.1061 ~C) 
:t 19. 1944 •). OS21 181.9435 9.4790 Ot OOSS o. 1055 31 I -~ ::I. 11:::9 (), 0474 ::o I • 1:>79 9.5264 0,00:50 () , 1<)50 Z2 
-·-;:;s ..,_ .., ..... . ~ - .,J ·--~- 0.0431 22~ . :!517 9 .5694 0.004::; o . 1045 :S3 
.:.4 :5.5477 (1. <:>:::9 1 :245.4768 9.6086 0.0041 o. 1041 34 I -... ~e . to~:; 0 .0:>:56 271.024~ 9 . 6442 0.0037 0.1037 :s:s •J;;) 40 45.·:59: 4). f.l::::!t 44:Z.:S9ZS 9,7791 o . oo::~ 0. lOZ~ 40 
45 7::. 89•)5 0 . (•137 718.90~ 9.86::8 0.0014 o. 1014 45 
50 117.:::9CJ9 0. (u)SS 1163.91)90 9.9148 0. 00<)9 0.1009 50 I 55 189. 059:: O.OI)~'z, 188fJ. 5930 9.9471 0.0()05 (), l(ol)5 55 
61) :::;(14. 4819 0. 0•).::3 ~(J34.S190 9.967: 0. t)t)t)~ I). 10<)'3 bl) 
65 490.:::71: 0. (u):;O 489:::. n:o 9.9796 () . •)00~ 0.1002 65 















































































































!abl8 All. Compo~nd ln~arest ~ltipliars, i • 11! 
S'JM .::INtlUAL SERfES 
!"resent Futur" F'r.,~ent S1nlang I:"'P' cal 
" Value Value Value Fund Rocoverv 
2 3 4 5 6 
1).9()1)9 1. 01)00 0.9009 1. OOClO 1. 11<)0 1 
o . 9116 ::. 1 101) 1. 71=5 0 .4739 o.5e:::9 ~ ~ 
0.7~12 3.3421 ::!.4437 o. :99= 0.409:! ;; 
0.6587 4.7097 3.1024 0.21 =3 o.::::~ 4 
0.5935 o.2:7s 3 .6959 0 . 1606 o. 271)6 5 
0.5346 7.91:9 4.2SO:; 0.1264 o.:3o4 6 
0 .4817 9 .7833 4.71 Z2 o. 1022 1). ~~=~ 7 
0.4~9 11.8594 :s.t4ot 0.0843 o. 1943 a 
O. S909 14.1640 5 . 5370 0 . 0706 0. 1806 9 
o .. ::s:=2 1.!..7::!:0 5 .8892 0 . 0596 o. 1698 11) 
., .. 317::: 19.5614 6 .2065 0.0511 (). 1611 11 
o.:ssa ~=.713= 6. 4924 0.0440 o. 1540 1Z 
o.:s1s 26.2116 6.7499 0 .0392 0.149:! x::: 
o.:~=.o 30.0949 6.9819 o . o~:;::;: 0,1432 14 
1) . 2090 34 .4()54 7 . 1909 0,0291 0 .1391 15 
o. 1383 39. 1900 7.3792 •). o:ss 0.1~5 16 
o. 1696 44.5009 7.5488 O.OZ!S 0.13=5 17 
o. ts::s so. 3959 7.701b 0.0198 0. 1298 18 
0 .1:::77 :56.1?39:5 7.8393 0.0176 o. 1::76 1q 
o. 1::40 64.20~8 7.96:;:Z 0 . 0156 o.t::~b :o 
<).1117 7:2.:652 8.0751 0 .0138 o .. t:=e ~1 
1). 1007 81. :Z14:S 8.17!57 0.012:S o. t:=:; ~~ 
o. 1)91)7 91,1 479 8.~064 0. 011<) o.t:to ~-
--· 
0 . 0817 102.1742 8.3481 0.0098 o. 1199 Z4 
0 . 0736 114.41=3 8 . 4217 o. 1)087 0. 1187 :z~ 
0 . 0663 127,9988 8 . 4891 0.0078 0. 1179 ::.:. 
0.0597 143.0796 8.:5478 o. 01)70 O. II 70 ::7 
o.o~3e 159.8173 8.6016 0 . 0063 0.1lb3 :s 
0.0485 l7S.397~ 8.6501 0 .00!56 0.1156 ::9 
0.1)437 199,0:1!09 8.6938 1) . 0051) o. 1150 :::o 
0.0394 2~1 .913:2 9.7::Z:$l 0.0•)45 1), 1145 31 
0 . 03!5::1 247 .:S237 8 . 7696 o), 0040 o. 1140 _., ~-
0.0319 27:5.5292 8.8005 0.0036 0.1136 ~-
·-" 
o. ozea :S00.~7S 8.8293 O.Oo:N o. tt:::::. 34 
0 . 0259 341 .5896 8.855:! 0.0029 0.11:::9 -~ ~ .. 
0.0154 581. 8261 8.9511 0.1)017 o . 1117 40 
1), 0091 986.6::;<!"7' 9.0079 0.00 11) o. 1110 45 
0.0054 1668.7710 9.0417 0. 1)1)06 <),!lOb so 
1), 0032 ~e1s. :oso 9 .0617 1). 0004 o. 1 104 55 
0,1)019 4755 . 0670 9.!J7:::c 0,1)1)02 1), 1102 60 
o . 0011 8018.79:0 9 . 080.!. o. 01)01 o. 111)1 65 
0 . ()1)1)7 1~:518.3000 9.0848 0. o)l)l)t 1), 111)1 71) 
I 
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SINGLE SUM ANNUAL SERIES I n Futu~R Present Futur" Pr-e5er>t S1 nla n11 Cap>tal II Value Value Value value Fund Reeover-y 
- 3 -1 2 4 s • 1 I. 1 ~00 o.89Z9 1. 00:01)0 0.8929 1.0000 1.1200 1 I = 1 • ::544 0.7qi'2 ::. 1 ::ool 1.6901 0.4717 0.5917 ~ ~ 1.4049 0.7118 3. ::>744 2.4018 0.2963 0.4163 -~· ~ 
4 1. 57.':5 0.<:>355 4.779"3 :::.1)373 0 .. 2092 0.3~9: 4 
~ 1. 7 6 ::: 0.5674 6.3528 3.6049 o. 1574 o.=7t4 :5 I 6 1.9738 o. 51)co e. tt52 4. 1114 0.12,:2 0.24~~ .. 7 ~ .~t V7 0.4SZ3 10 . 089(1 4 .. 5038 0.0991 0.2191 7 
8 ::: . 476(1 0.4039 12.2997 4.9676 0.0813 0.201 3 8 I 9 2.773 1 0 .3606 14.77'57 5.32S:S 0.0677 0.1877 9 11) :::. 1058 0.~:20 17.5487 5.&:502 0.0570 o. 1771) I I) 
11 3.478~ 0.2875 20.b54b 5.9::>77 0.0484 o. 1684 11 
1::: :::; . 89bl) 0.~5Q7 24. 13~1 6.1944 0.0414 0.1&14 1:: I 13 4.::6::~ o.:z9~ ::e.o:::91 o.4:;;;~s 0.0357 0.1557 13 14 4.8871 O.::Z046 32.392 6 6.6282 0.0.309 o. 151)9 14 
IS '5.47::;6 0.1827 '37.:797 6.8109 0.0268 (), 1468 I~ 
16 6 . 1:04 1).1631 42.7533 6.9740 0.0234 0.1434 1o I 17 1.>.8660 1), 1456 48.8837 7. 1196 0.0~05 o. 1405 17 18 1. 691)<) o. 1300 55.7497 7.2497 0.<)179 0 .. 1379 te 
19 e.ot::8 0.1161 63.43 97 7.~658 0.0158 t). 13~8 19 
~0 9.6463 o. 10:::7 72.0324 7.4694 O.Ol Z:9 0.1:::::9 =o I :1 to) . 9•:0::8 0.09:26 81.6987 7.So::ZO 0.01~~ o. 132.2 :t 
.,.., 
~- ~::~ • 1 oo:: 0. C•826 9::.so:o 7.6446 0.0108 0 . 13<)8 ..,~ 
~- t::. s:s=:: o. l)i~.S 10 4. 61):9 7.7184 o. oo9c. 0.1~90 ~-·~ -·· I :4 15. 179.:. o. oo.S9 118. 1:5:52 7 .7843 0 . 0085 0 .1265 ~4 ~~ 17 . 00:11) 1 o.ossa 133 • .=:;;::9 7 .84:::;1 o . ('>(.175 0.1:7~ :s _..., 
26 19 . <)401 (), 0 5::5 t ~o.~::;:sq 7.S'i'~7 0 . 00.!.7 <:• . t::c.7 Z6 
:7 =1. =~4q 0 .04b9 169. 374<) 7.9426 0 , 0059 o. ~~~9 :7 I ~9 :: .aa~9 0.0419 190.6969 7.9844 (1, 1)052 0. 125~ ~B ~~ 26.7499 1). 0374 =t4.:se:::e 8,t)219 1), 0 0 '17 ( 1, 1247 2<? 
::o :9.~~99 o.o;::;z4 241 .. ~:::::;:? 8. (o5S2 0.0(141 1) , 1241 30 
::1 ;::: .. =~~1 1), 0~98 ~71.~9:6 8. 0:•950 (1, (•037 (l. 1::::7 ~1 I -~ ::;7.59 17 o.rJ:6o ;:;o4.B47 7 8, 1116 Q., (Uj~3 0.1:!:::;: ... ~ ...... ~~ 
...... 4:.0915 0.0:7:38 ::;4:<.4:<9:5 a. t:S4 0.00~9 1).1:!29 .;., .. .;;. v~ 
::::4 47 .142:5 0 .. 0212 '384.5:10 8. 1Sco 0. (u)=:6 0. 1226 34 I :;s ~:.7996 0.0189 431.603 5 8.17~:-i 0. (u)23 0.12=3 .:s 4•) 97.. (I~ [t) 1), 0 tf)7 767.0914 8.:4::8 0. Ql)l:; 0. 1213 40:• 
45 16::.9976 0.00.!.1 1 :::~a .. :::;o•) s.:e:s o. (11)07 1).12t)7 45 
SO : 89 . 00:=:! 0. 1)0::;5 24()1), I) 191) 8.3045 0. 0(11).; 0.1:::04 So) I ss so«?. :;: o6 o.oo:o 4=36. 0 •) 3 1) 8.::;{7(.1 0.1)(10 2 o.t=oz 55 Ql) 997.5969 0 • .;1011 7471. c. o~ 10 e.:::4o I) . 01)<) 1 0 . l=t..)l o<J 
. ., 
o ... 1581. 9720 o. •) OOb 1: l 7~ . C?4•)(s 9.~:a1 (1 . (10 01 1).120 1 65 
70 : 797 , 9 o)(ol) 0 . o)l)o)4 ~=:=3 . .3~00 8. ~::".03 ~ 0 . 1: 1)0 70 I 
* 
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I 
lable AD. Compound Interest llultipliers, 1 • 13% 
~!NGL;; ~YM ANNUAL SERIES I n Futurl! Present Future Present Sinld ng Cap1 tal n Value Value V.alul! Value Fund Recove,..·-t 
-1 2 • • • • 
I I 1.1::;1)0 o.ea5o 1. 01)1)1) o.99so I. OOOQ 1. 1:::oo 1 ~ 1.::::769 0.78:1 :z. 1300 1. oo81 0.4695 0.5995 :: ::; 1.44:::9 c>. 69:::1 3.4069 2.=61:::! 0.2935 0.4:::5 ::; 
4 t.a::05 t). 01::3 4.8498 2.9745 0.2062 0.~:62 4 
I s I. 94::;:4 0.54::8 b. 481)3 3. 51 72 0.1543 o .. ::a4.: 5 6 ~. tJS:£!1) 0. 481)::; e.3:::=7 3.9975 O.l:ZC2 0. 2!5fJ:! 6 7 2.3526 t). 4Z51 10. 41)47 4 .. 42::6 (). 0961 0.=261 7 
a 2.6.~84 C) . :~702 1~.7573 4.7998 0.0784 o. ~·)94 8 I ., .:.0040 o . .::~9 15.4157 5.1317 0 . 0649 0.1949 ., 11) z.:=946 0 .29411 19.4197 5.4262 0. 1)543 0 . 1843 10 
I l :;;.a::s9 1), 2607 :Z1.8143 5.68119 0.0458 0.1758 II 
I 1~ 4.~:::4S t). 2:.07 25.6:102 6.9176 0.0390 0.16'10 12 13 4.8980 0.2042 :;:9.9847 6.1219 0.03~4 0 .16::::4 13 14 s.~.-49 o. 18(J7 34.8827 6.~2:; 0.0287 o. 1SS7 14 
IS 6.::;4~ 0.1 :599 40.4174 6.4624 0.0247 () , 1!147 15 
I 16 i.Q67~ 0. 1415 46.6717 .!..6039 0.0214 1),1514 16 17 7.9861 0.1:.52 :SZ.7390 6.7291 0.0186 0.1486 17 18 9.024::: (). 111)8 ol. 7:::51 6.8399 0.016:=: 0.1462 18 
19 10 . 1974 0.0961 70.7494 6.9::;8o 1).0141 o. 1441 19 
I ~·) 11.~:231 o.r.>s6e eo. '14oe . 7.0248 0. 1)1:::4 1). 1424 =.o :!l t::.o::::n (1.07b8 92.4699 7. HHS o. 011)8 0.1408 :0:1 
:2= 14.71::;:8 0 . 0681) 105.4909 7,1.!.95 0.0095 0. ) .395 2~ 
.,.,. 16.62.!.6 O.Cib01 120. 2048 7.:=97 o. 1)1)83 0. 1~83 ~~ I -~ -~ 24 19.7881 o.o5.3: 136.8~14 7.~829 o. 0•)73 o. t:7= :::!4 :::s ~1.:~os 1), 0471 1:55.6194 7.3300 0.0064 o. 1:Zo4 ':5 
26 ;::::.9905 1),(1417 176.8500 7. 3717 0.00:17 0. 1357 26 
I :7 27.1093 0 .0:::>69 200.8404 7.4086 0. 01)50 0. 1350 .,-_, 28 3¢. 6:>3:5 0.03211 227.9497 7.4412 o. 01)44 1), 1344 28 :9 34.6158 0.0:89 2ss .. sas.: 7.4701 0 . 0039 0. 1 ::;::;:9 2'i' 
:;o 39.1159 1).0256 293. 1990 7. 4957 1).0034 0.13:34 30 
I :,H 44. :Oc)~ o,o:::6 ~~.~148 7.5183 o. o1:,:::;o o.t:::o 31 34! 4'1.9470 o.o::oo 37o.SI::i7 7 .. 5393 0.0027 I), I ::::7 32 
33 56.440~ 0.0177 426.4627 7.5560 0.•)02': 0.13~= 33 
I 34 6~.71i4 0 . •)157 482.'1029 7.:0717 0.0021 0 . 13::1 34 :;::s 72.0684 (1,0 139 546.6803 7.5856 0.0018 0.1318 35 ~.) 132.7814 0. OfJ75 1013.7030 7 • .!.344 0.01)10 0. 1311) 41) 
4:5 244.6410 0.0041 1874. tc.:zo 7.6609 (1.(1005 o . 1:::05 4:5 
I so 450.735:0: 0.0022 3459.5020 7.6752 0.0003 o. 131.)3 so ss 834). 4503 o. 01)12. 6380.3870 7. 6831) o. 00(12 O.l~IJZ 55 
.!>0 1531). 0:500 0.0007 117.!>1. 93()0 7.6873 0.001)1 0.1301 61) 
6!1 2819.0180 0 .1)004 ::<:1677.0700 7.6896 .,. 0.1300 65 
I 70 5193.8590 0. (W)Q~ :;::9945.(1600 7 . 691)8 • o. t::oo 70 




































1.9::14 0 .5194 
: .. l ~~0 1). 455~ 
:~so=~ o . ~99o 
:.85:6 o.~6 
:;.:519 0.3075 













: o. :.a to 
::1..4619 

















() . ::.oo 












O . Q~:;l 
0 .0...."78 













o .. v.:u>7 
1) . (H)(14 
0. ()<)c):: 
o. 0<) 0 1 
* smaller than .0001 
Future 








































1 s5::;s. 14c)•:c 
35694 • 4~(JI) 
























o .. o=::t 
6. 687() 































0 . 0:517 
0 . 0434 
0 . 0367 















0 .. 0032 
0. (JC):!8 







1) . 1)002 
•) . 0001 




• 1 • 1400 
0 .607:: 








0 . 1767 






0 . ~~=7 
c) . 1:510 
o. 1495 
•l. t4e:: 





0 . 1437 
1). 14::;~ 
(J.I4::8 









0. 14(• 1 
o . 14<)0 

























































Ta.i>le Al5. Compound !nte~est ll~>ltipliers, i = 15~ 
g 
SHIGLE SUM ANNIJAL SERIES 
D n F.u:.ure F-re~ent Future F-reosent Sin~: 1n9 Cal)> t"l n \.'a.l ue Value Value V.alue Fund Recovery 
- 2 3 • $ • 1 
I 1 1. 1:5(>0 0.9696 1.0000 0.9696 
1. 0(•00 1 .. 1~00 1 
:: t.::.::s o.7561 ~- 1500 1.6257 rJ. 'loS 1 0.61~1 
.~ 1 .. s::::o9 C>.6!.i75 3.4725 2.263:! 0.~980 o. 4::ZSO -· 
4 1.74"1<) (1.5719 '1,9934 ~.8550 o.:t0()3 t) .. :S51),:; 4 
5 :.tH14 0.4972 6.7424 3.3522 0.1493 o.:9s~ 5 
6 =.-:t:.t t).4::::Z~ 8.7537 :::.7945 o. 1142 0.:!642 6 
., 
:. 00(11) 0.~759 11.0oo8 4.1604 0.0904 o.::::404 7 
a ::.0590 o.32b9 1~.7269 4.497::; 0.0729 o.:z:q 9 
I 9 ~ .. 5179 ''· 2943 16.79S9 4. 7716 o.oS96 o.:o9o 9 1•) 4.0456 0.::!47: 20.3(J37 5.0189 0.0493 0.1"19:::; 1() 
11 4.6:524 0.2149 24.3493 s.~z:::;7 o. 0411 o. 1911 11 
·I I'Z :.:::so~ 0.1869 29. (1017 :s. 42<)6 0.0345 0.1945 12 I) ..::..15=9 (>.162:5 34.:::!519 5.5831 0.0291 •).1791 t: 11 7.0757 0.1413 40.5047 5.7245 1),0247 0.1747 14 
15 9.1::::71 ().1229 47.5804 5.9474 0.0210 o. 171<) IS 
0 16 9.:::576 0.1069 55.7175 !5.9!542 o. <)179 o. 1679 16 17 u>. 7o 1::. 1).0929 0!5 ... 0'7~1 6.0472 o.ot:;4 0.1.!.!:i4 17 1 B . 1:. .. ::7:;5 1). •)908 75.9364 6.1290 O.V1::::. t). 1o:: 19 
19 14.:':18 0.07•): 99.2119 o.1992 o. o:>u::: 0.1613 19 
I ~t) 1o.::::oo:s o. 0611 10~.44-1C ¢.2593 0.0099 0.1~99 :ZQ ::!1 19.921:S o. o:s::a 118.8101 o.~125 0.0084 0.1594 :!1 
::2 21.6447 0.0'162 137.6316 o.:s~e7 0.007:Z 0 .. 1S7Z z~ 
~- :::4.9915 0.0402 159.2764 6.3998 0.0063 o. t :;o;:.; ~-I 
_ _, 
.,;,.j 
24 ::a.a:s: 0.0::':49 194.1679 b.4;j::9 0.0054 O.lSS4 24 
::; ~: ... 91 <;'t) o.o:::o4 =12.7930 6.4641 0.0(>47 <). 1547 25 
::, :::7.9566 O.OZ64 24S.71ZO 6.490o 0.0(>41 0.1:i41 ~· ~o 
I 27 ~:: .. s::s3 0.02:30 28:>.5699 6.3135 0.01)3~ 0.1535 27 :a :;,) . 0656 1),<)200 :327. !(t41 6,:533:5 o. 0•)31 0.15:::1 :!8 29 57.:!755 0.0174 377. 1697 6.5509 "· 1)<)27 O.t:i~7 ::::9 
3() 6o.:::1t9 1),0151 4::;4,745::! 6.5600 0.0':•:.3 o.1s:::: :;jO 
I :::t 76.14:::6 o. o1:::a 5()(), 957•) 1!>.!57"11 (o, 0020 o. 1 s:r) ::tt 32 87.5651 0.0114 577.1005 6.590!5 0.0017 0.1517 -.., "'-
.;;,.., 100.o'i''i'8 0.0099 6¢>4.665:5 6 • .!><)OS l),t)o)IS <). 1515 -.. .... . .
I 34 
11S.S049 0.0096 7.!>5.365::: 6.<>091 0.0013 •>. 1::a:: 34 
_., t::::::. 1755 0,0075 981.1701 6 • .!>160 0,(J011 o. 1511 :::s 
""' 40 ~b7.6630 0.0037 1 77"1. 09•)0 6.6416 <), <)OOo 0.1506 41) 
45 s:e. 109::; o. <)f>l q :::sa::;. 1:ao 6.0543 0.0003 V.1S03 45 
I :so tos:; • .:.s9o 0.0009 7:::17.7170 6,660~ 0.0001 O.lSOl so :55 ~179.6~20 o. 0•)05 14524.1500 a.6o36 (),0001 0.1501 55 <.(> 4::::93.99"10 1),000'2 2<1~1q.qqoo a.o651 
" 
•>.ts•~o 60 
~5 9817.7870 0.0001 :58778. 59(J0 6.6os9 * 0.1:i00 65 I i'O 1 n:::s. noo o. <)1)1)1 119~::>1.50 6.6663 * 0.1500 10 






























1 • 1 6•)0 
1 .. ::t4SO 




2 .. a.:o~ 



















55 .. 000::= 
.. ::: . • 8004 
74.0084 
95.9499 




t 9•).;:; 1:::8 
~79 .. 7:l)Q 
7<;'5.44::4 
167(>.7(110 
:::s.:•9. 041 <:• 
7::70 ~ u~:;" 
154 79. 9(<•)<) 
:.:::51::. 0 7•)1) 
* smaller than .0001 
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Z1Z: .. 9774 
24<? .. 21~8 
::!90.0891) 
337 .. :il)20 
;:!:<12 .. 5023 







:::oo .. 7S40 
490S .. ~6~T:t 
t04::s .. o.::VQ 
219::5 .. ::600 
40•)S 7 .. 4000 
9<>74:.;. 1:(•f.• 





1 .. 005~ 
2.:459 
~ .. 7982 
3 .. ~743 
3.6847 
4.0386 
4 .. 3430 
4.1>065 
4 .. 6332 
5.0296 
5.1971 




















6 .. 2034 
6.::!099 
6 .. 21:i~ 
o .. ::;~:s 
6 .. ~421 























































































() .. 164)~ 
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Table Al7. Compound ln~arest ~ultipliers, t ~ 17= 
I SINGLE SUM ANNUAL SER IES n Future f•resent Future Pre5ent S1nk1ng Cap1 tal n 
•Jalue Value V.olue Value Fund Ra-coveory 
• • -I 1 3 4 I I. 1700 0.8547 1.00<:10 <).6547 I. 0000 1.171)0 1 ~ I • :;.!18'1 •:.. 7:;os 2.1700 I. SS52 0.4608 o . .:.:os 
-::; 1.6016 0.6244 3.5"389 2.2096 o. ~s·::o 0.4526 -~ 
4 I . 87S'1 o.s:::::::7 :5. 1405 2.7432 0.194:5 o .. ~o.qs 4 
5 :.1'124 0.4:561 7.(1144 3.1993 o. 1426 o.=t=o ::; 
6 ::::.:565:0 o.:;S'i'B 9.::::068 3.5892 o. 1086 o.:7ao 6 
7 ::. (u)l: 0 -"'?~"? • >J.,_,V_ 11. 7721) 3 .9224 0.0849 o.::::s49 7 
a 3. 5115 o), :848 14.77~~ 4.::!072 0.0677 0.2377 8 
9 4. 1084 0 .=434 113.2847 4.4506 0.0547 0.2:47 9 
10 4.6068 o.:oso =~-~931 4.6586 0.0447 0.2147 10 
11 :;.62.40 1).1778 27.1999 4.S::S64 0.0368 0.:20b6 11 
I 12 6.5801 o. ts=o 3~.a2~9 4.9894 o.o:sos f). :2(105 1:2 13 7.c9B7 0. 1:99 39.4040 :5.118:3 0.02!54 0.19:54 t:: 
14 9.0:0075 o. 1110 47. 10::!7 ~.;!29~ 0.0212 0.1912 14 
IS 10.:5~87 0.0949 :56.1101 5,3:242 0.0178 0,1878 1!5 
16 1 :: . ,:;; ~()=l 1).~1811 6o,c488 5.40:53 0.0150 0.1950 16 
17 14.4Z65 0,()693 78.9791 :5.4746 0.0127 o. 18':7 17 
19 1<..878'1 1), 0!59: 93.40!5b s.s=:zq 0.0107 0.1807 18 
I 19 19.7464 0. o)SOo llt). 284:'; ~.:5845 0.0091 0.1791 19 :o ::;::;. 10:Sb O.t)4::;~ 130.0329 :;.6278 0.0077 o. 1777 :?,t) 
::t ~?. t):;;::s o.o::7o 153.1384 :S.b648 o.OO<!::S 0.176~ :::1 
::2 ·=1- t=9~ o. o:a6 180.17::0 5.6964 0.0056 0. 1750 ~~ ~M 
I .,., 37. 1) 062 0 • .:•:::70 211. 9•)1:;: :5.7234 0.00'17 1), 1747 :L3 -~· ::4 4: . .:c;t73 •l. o::a ~48.8074 ::;.7465 0,01)40 o. 1741) 24 
~5 SO.o578 0.0197 292. 1047 5.7bb2 o. ()1)34 o. 1734 2~ 
I :26 59.:::69<1> 0.0169 :342.76::5 5.78:SI 
o. (.)()~9 o. 1 ;·~9 26 
~7 69. :::455 0.0144 40:Z.o::i21 5.7975 0.0025 f). L 7::!5 '2.7 
29 91. 1342 o.ot:::s 471.3775 5.6099 o. Of>Z1 0.1721 zs 
::9 94.9270 0. •HOS :s:s:;:. 5117 5.8204 0.0018 0.1716 29 
I 3Q t11.•lo46 1), 1)090 647.4396 5.8294 0.0015 1).1715 so :t 1::9.9455 0.0077 758.503::! 5.8371 0.0•)13 0.171::: 3 1 -~ 1!52. 03.!o::S o. (•006 688.4488 5.8437 0.0011 0.1711 .. ~ ... _ -~ 
3:$ 177.6825 0.00!56 1040. 48SO :5.8493 0 . 0010 0.1710 --.,;,.;, 
I 34 208.1::::5 0.0048 1218.3670 5.8541 o. orma 0.1 706 34 -~ ~4::=.so~ 0.0041 t4:zo.4900 :5.858~ 0.0007 0.1707 :z;s _ _, 
41) s::::.saa:s 1), 0019 3134.5190 5.871~ 1) . 0003 0 . 1703 4(1 
I 45 1170.4780 0.0009 oa79.29:::" 5.877:::> 0.1)1)01 1). 1701 ~5 50 =566.::1~0 0.(•004 15089.4900 5.9801 o. 1)<)01 1),1 70 1 S•J 55 Sb::o.2S60 0.0002 :;::oeo;o. 920•-' 5.881:; * 0.1700 55 60 l::!33S. ::40t) 0.0001 7:::554. 941)1) 5.8819 
* 
o. 1700 60 
I c.s 2704'1.5900 * 159079.'?0 5.8821 * 0.1700 65 70 59293.8500 * 3487&,.~ 5.8823 * o. 1700 70 . 
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:;:::;:7.99 7 9 
;s,:>. 3St:hJ 
1716.l:o881) 
:927 . .::68(1 
998-+.9661) 
:os:;s. :::: 1 •)•) 
47025.3500 
10';582. 600 



































1), •)0 5<) 














































































































0 . 0280 
0.0::37 












0 . (Jo):!S 
0.0021 


















































0 . 16Q6 
0. 1806 
o.taoz 
0. t SOt 
(1. 181)0 


















































I !nter~'!S t: M1..lltiol 1er•. Term1nattl"\9 F'er"IOOIC Ser:.es. 
1 =4~! i =9~':. 1 = 1 :t. 
I Ft.cfu.ra Presen't. Futur-e Pr9sent Futur-e Pr-<!sent k t Value v .. lue Value Value V•lue V•lue Ia 2a lb 2b lt 2c 
- -~ ~ :.c)81b I. 77'14 ::;: • 1664 1.~'7'24 :..:544 L.4:;:.; 




:::.::167 1.4'175 2 .4693 1.1438 :.7b2::i 0.9894 
I :! 10 ::.4802 1 .1~~0 ~-1589 
0.6777 4. ws8 0.4::;:56 
.,. 20 ~. I 'I 11 0.6647 !5. 6610 0.2606 10.6463 0.1144 
2 ::5 3.66:18 o. ::ass 7.8485 o. 1673 19.0001 0-00~3 
:: :so 4. ::4:::4 0.4034 11. 06:!7 o. to<r.: 30.95'19 0.0~5 
I 
.., 
:::5 4 .94o1 o. ~176 15.7854 0.0722 53.7996 0.1)19::; .,. 
:: 40 5.8010 o. ZS17 Z2.7~4:5 0.0481 '14. o::ao 1). 011)9 
3 .., :; .. 2:il:i :!.5697 3.5269 2.222-;) ~.8:279 1 .. '7~9: ... 
3 ::; -::. ~9()2 ::.381'1 3.84b6 1.9243 4,3788 I. 5791) 
I 3 4 ::.s::s4 Z.210t 4.:0:114 1. 6724 :5.04'1:1 1. 2961 3 5 3.6969 2 .0:528 4.6=83 1. 4590 5.868Z 1. 07:0:1 
::; I 1) 4.o714 1. 441>"; 7.8199 0.7771 13.7:5=1 0. 4591) 
I ·.> ~0 7.99:!1 
o. 7!i97 ':Z7.~S~S o.=7o5 10~.&973 0.11~5 
..;, :::s 10.77:!5 0.5686 '54.750:! o. 1705 ~07.00~~ o. l)o:~ 
:; ::;;o 14. 76~0 0.43:7 11:?. Zt99 0.1102 9:1a.s::sc.a 0.034~ 
3 ;::s :::1).5177 o.::3.:9 ~34.~923 0.07':!S ::841.599<) •>.019::; 
I ::; ~() :;:9.8:108 (1, :o•>7 4'i'4.&aoc. 0,0482 8752.53:;() 0.01(19 4 ::: 4. 51b8 =· ~.Q1)4 5.11::!9 :.7628 5.8017 z . .:4:.:= 4 •J 4.B13S ~.0065 :1.84:56 2.3::14 7.1518 1.8.=57 
4 4 S. l~'?S :::.7440 6.7296 1. 9o4:: e.qq:;s 1.459~ 
I 4 5 5.4978 :. ~l)9 1 7.8004 1.b736 11.3418 1.1759 4 11) 7.9148 1.6486 17.88:!5 0.8~~1 43.71:::1 (1.4698 
4 ::o 18.5117 0.8031 128.6429 o.::7=6 lljl) 1. :::940 0. 1156 
4 25 29.7!77 O, !:i884 ::S7S.9~55 0.1709 5~:=0.0590 0.0025 
I 4 3() 48.88::1::; 0.4417 1131. 2~80 0.1103 278::0.4900 0.0345 4 ::5 81.9645 o.:=ao 3466,S740 0.0725 1 :so 0 36 • 401)1) 1).0193 
4 40 139.51::::0 (), :::o:::6 11)747. 7100 o. 1)48:!: 81443::. 81)01) 0.1)109 
I =- 2 s.ses-~ 3.97:';~ ~ .. 9647 :s .. ==.oo 8.2777 ::i!a6Q5= 5 :; 6.4145 =-~618 8.::;638 ~.0366 11.0478 :::.o1e4 5 4 7. 0 124 ::.2004 10.1~55 2.1799 15.0759 1. 56::'1 
5 s 7. 68"?() :!.8843 1:Z.4o14 1.8196 20 . 9880 1 . 2:;40 
I 5 10 1::!.7158 I • 789:l 39.6071 1), 844:5 136.7631 0.47::;2 5 :!(I 41.56 15 o .az:::q 60i). 5988 0.:730 9b59.7?90 0-1157 s ~- 80.2::~ 0 .5958 :575.7:<:40 <). 1711) 887 42. 3::;:c)o) 0.0,!.25 _.., 






120 I APPENDIX c 
In te•iFi~ M1..•l tiel ier~S. Pcroe~u~l F-eriodic Sar"jft!• I 
n 1 3114% '=67. i•9!~ i=lO~ i •12~ i=L47. i=l6l!. n I -: t::.=Stl91 8.09No: 6.00'i'61 4.7619f) .::.93092 z.~:::77e ~.99352 ~ • 
- 8.0087: s.=:;s t7 ~.85042 3.0211:5 2.469SS 2.07665 I • 7828.!1 3 v 
4 5.SB7:5 :; . 8 098C. :.77401 2.15471 1. 74:::62 1.4~141. 1, :3:S9 4 I s 4.01506 :.9'5661 :.1:!:070 1. 6'S.797 1.31175 1 . 0806(> o. 91)881 s 0 :::: . 76905 :.~9c:'3S 1.70394 1.29607 1. o:ose 0 .83664 0.69619 6 
7 :::.10~::!4 L. 98~59 I. 4009(> 1. 05405 O.SZ598 0.66566 0.54758 7 
8 :: .. 71 =~~:· 1. 6839 '5 1.17518 (>.87444 0.67752 0.5:!:979 0. 43891) 8 I 9 2.::6~'5:; I. 450:::;7 1. 0010() 0.7:0:641 O.So399 0.44406 0.35677 9 10 2.-:.e:~s I. :!6ol47 (>. 86287 0.6274~ 0.47487 0.36938 0.2931;:;: 10 
I I 1.9~=7::: 1.11::.:~ 0. 751)95 O .. S39b:S 0.40346 0.31)996 0.24289 II 
12 I. 66'!81 1).9879~ o.6'!iSo9 0.46763 o.:;;4S~l 0.26192 0.20:59 12 I 13 1 • ::oo:;59 0.88267 0 .58152 0.40779 0.29731 O.Z~260 0.1 6990 t::: 
14 1. ::.6073- 0.79309 0.5 1621 0 . 35746 0 .25726 0. 19007 0.14311 14 
IS 1 . 2495:. t). 71605 0. 46037 o. 31474 fol.213:54 0.16292 0 . 12099 15 I 16 1. 14551) 0. 649:;KI 0. 412Z1 0 . 27917 0 . 1949 2 o. 14011 O.l(IZ59 16 17 l . 054~.:. 1), 5907:3 (1 , ~7037 0 . 24664 0.17047 0.1:<:092 0.08720 17 
18 0.~7483 
''· 53'?28 ". 3:::i378 o . =:t9:so 0.14948 0 . 10444 0.074ZB t e 19 0.90V47 (), 49366 o. 30161) (1.19547 0. 13136 0.0904~ 0.06339 1~ I =v 0.9::;9:;4 o_4s::;oe (>. 27315 o. 17460 o. 11566 (), 07847 0.05417 ~0 ::n •). 78201:• 0.41674 0.24790 0.15624 o. 10::!00 0.06919 (), (14635 :;:1 
~~ 1) . 7:997 0.39409 0.~~540 0.1400~ 0.09009 0.05931 •:>.0.3970 2: 
~- o.oe:7:: 0 . 35464 o.~os:e 0 ~ 1257'2 0.07967 0.05165 o. <:134(1<; ~- I .:.. ... 4•' :;4 (1. 03<167 o . ::::79S o. 18722 t). 11300 o.o7o:s;:; 0.04~02 0.•)29'21 :4 
=s o . .;ox;:o o.::;o::;s 0. 170 98 o. 10168 0 . 062:50 0.03927 0.02508 -c 
- " 
:::6 0.56419 0 .29174 (1 . 150.'34 0.09 1!59 0 . 0!5543 o.o:;429 0. •)::1::;~ :6 I :7 0 . S:;t)C?b -:•. =bl 0~ o. 14:::iH• (> . 08::!:59 1). 0 4920 0. 0~995 t) . ou~:= ~-_, 28 (1 . 5•:,o::.: «). =..;:::1 0. 13111 0 . 07451 0.04~70 0 . 02617 o.c.t;;~: :e 
:9 0. 47:00 o.=~cz3 o.t=:o~:: 0.06729 0.03684 f). 0~~89 1). •)1370 :9 
:;o ("J.4ol:i75 (J. ~lOB:: 1), 11034 O.Oo079 0.034:53 0. 02002 0.01179 ::;o I :::t o. 4Zl::.'.S 0.196:54 0. 11)134 o. 1)5496 0.0'3072 0 .. 01752 0.(11014 .:.t -., o .::C?S'i~ o. 1S:J37 0.09314 (), (>4972 0.0::!734 0.015::3 o. (11)873 :':2 •J"-
3.:: 0 . .::775'? o. 171:: o.oss,;,s 0.04499 0.02434 0.01343 o. 0(>75::: :::;::; 
~4 •). :::S7S7 o. 15997 0.07990 0. 1)4074 o.o:167 0.0 11 76 o.l)•:>647 3 4 I -~ ('. ~::'?4:. 1). t495C ,:_._ 1)7:54 I) , (\~691) t) • ()I 9::3 1 ('1. 0 1 i).'St) 0 .005~9 ::ts •J.J 
... , o.:o::::oq 0. 10 769 0.048::5 1) . 0~~:;9 0.01086 0 . 00~::!:2 0.00265 40 
~s 0.::;:0,!,5.!. 0.•)78:::~ o.o::z~ o.o1:;:91 1).00614 0.00~70 0 . 00126 oi:S I 5(1 o. to.:;ro 0.0~740 0 . 02 179 <).009:39 (), 00347 0.001 43 0.001)60 :5(• 55 "· 1::•)78 o.o4::::::a f). (11472 t). •JOS:.~ c),<)019'7 0. (u:u:.74 0 1 (:~c:~o:-q ..... v>J 
a (I o. 1,)~1)~ (1.031:!0 (t. OOctC?7 f). oo::o l).0r)11~ (1. f)(,0:!;9 (1 • .:~0014 60 























Derivations of Compound Interest Formul as 
Recall the earlier no~ation: 
V e the present Value of a SUIQ of 1110ney 0 
v ~ t he future value of a sum of money 
n 
1 5 the interest rate, expressed as a decimal 
n ~ the number of compounding periods 
a = the amount of a uniform periodic or annual cost or 
xevenue 
t • the number of years between periodic costs or revenues 
Present Value of e Terminating Annual Series 
In general, the procedure for calculating the present value of a 
tenninating annual series of costs or revenues is to discount each 
pa~ent to the present, or: 
v • 
0 
a a --~a~ + + + .... + 
(1+1) 1 (1+1) 2 (1+1)3 
a +_...;;.a_ 
(1+1)11- 1 (1+1)0 (Dl) 
Multiply both sides of equation D1 by (l + 1): 
a a a v0 c1 + i) "a + --=-- + 2 + ••• + -~-;-1 (l + 1) (1+2) (1+1) 0 - (02) 
Notice that equations Dl and D2 have n~aeroua te=s in c:aalll)n and that 
if equation D1 is subtrac'ted from equation D2 the expression wUl be 
simplified to: 
a 
- V a a - --~--
0 (l + i)n 
Simple factoring produces: 
v 0 { (I + 1) - l) - a r 




Dividing both sides of equation 04 by "i" produces: 
[ 
(l .. i)n 
"'o • a -
i(l + 1)0 1(1 
{DS) 
Combining tems produces the formula for the present value of a 
terminating annual series: 
v
0 
• af.(l + 
lto 
(06) 
Future Value of a Terminating A.nnual Series 
ln general, the procedure for calculating the future value of a 
t em ina ting annual series of costs or revenues is to compound each 
payment to year n (except the last payment which occurs at year "n"). 
Note that the first payment is received at the end of year 1, so that it 
is compounded for D - 1 years. Then, the future value of a terminating 
annual series is: 
1 2 n 1 V " a+ a(l + i) + a(l + i) + ••• + a(1 + i) -
n 
~lul tip lying both sides of 
V (1 + i) • a (1 
n 
equation 07 by (1 + i ) 
2 
+ i) + a(l + i) + •• 
To simplify, subetract (07) from (08): 
V = (l + i) - V • -a + a(1 + i)0 
n n 
Simple factoring produces! 
V [(1 + 1)- 1) • a[-1 + (1 + 1)n] 
n 
Combining teTmS: 
V (i) • a ( (1 + i)n - 1} 
D 
p-roduces: 






Solving for v produces the formula for the future value of a 
n 
terminating annual series: 
V • at(l + i)n -







































Sinking Fund Factor 
The annual savings needed to accumulate a specific capital sum "n" 
years in the future can be defived from the fo~la for the future value 
of a terminating annual series, Equation Dl2 is: 
vn c {(1 + if' -~ 
Solving for a: 
Capital Recovery Formula 
v 
n 
a ., (l + i)n - 1 
1 
a• \'[: 
n (1 + 
(Dl3) 
The armual series of payments needed to repay a given sum within a 
specific time period can be derived from the formul a for the present 
value of a terminating annual series , formula D6: 
V .. J_(l + i)n - lJ 
0 l 1(1 + 1)0 
Solving for a: 
vo 
a l .. !" -.~ 
i ( l + 1) 
a • V t i(l + i)n ] 0 (1 + i} n - 1 
Present Value of a Terminating Periodic Series 
(014) 
The procedure for calculating the present value of a terminating 
periodic series is to discount each periodic pay111ent to the present, 
124 
or: 
VO e a a a a + 
+ i)2t + i))t + • . + (01 S) (1 + i) t (I (l + (l + i)n 
Hultiply both sides of equation 015 by (l+ i)t: 
t a a e. v0o + i) • a + + i)2t + • • + (016) (1 + i)t (1 + (1 + i)n - t 
Notice that equations (D15) and (016) have numerous terms in comron and 
that if (015) is subtracted from {Dl6) the expression is simplified. 
Subtract (015) from (016): 
t a v0 (1 + i) - v0 a a -
Simple factoring produces: 
Solving for V 0 : 
1- _ _:.1_ 
(l + i)n V 0 • a _ ___:;,:_.:..t..!.!~ 
( 1 + 1) - l 
(1 + i)n 
(1 i) n Hultiply the fraction in (019) by + , 
(1 + i)n 
v 
[ 






Equation 020 is the formula for the present value of a terminating 
periodic series. 
Future Value of a Terminating Periodic Series 
To obtain the future value of a terminating periodic series of 
costs or revenues, each payment or receipt (except the last ooe which 
occurs at year · "n") must be compounded to year ·~n". Note that the first 
payment is received at the end of the t'th period, so that it is 
compou11ded for n-t years. Then, the future value of a tendnating 




































V • a + a(l + i)t + a(l + i)lt + .•• + a(l + i)n - t 
n 
t Multiplying both sides of (021) by (l + 1) produces: 
t t 2t n 
v (I + 1) a a (1 + 1) + a (l + i) + •.• + a(l + 1) 
n 
To simplify, subtract (021) from (022): 
V (l + i) t - V • -a + a ( l + i) n 
n n 
Simple factoring produces: 
V a [l + i)t- 11 • a[-1 + (1 + 1)0 ] 
D 






Solving for V gives the fot111ula for the future value of a periodic 
n 
series: 
vn a af.o + i):- l] Lo + 1> - 1 (025) 
Present Value of a Perpetual Annual Series 
A perpetual annual series ~onsists of a series of costs or revenues 
(a) occurring one year apart for an infinite number of years ( ) • 
Recall the formula for the present value of a terminating annual 
series (equation 06): 
v • a[(l + i)n - 1] 
0 i(l + i)n 
In the case of a perpetual annual series, n equals infinity {n • 
When n • 
or: 
, equation D6 can be expreseed as: 
v ,. .!f.O + 1) - 1] 
o i L <t + i) 
) . 
a 
v0 • - lim 1 ~ ... 
(l + 1)11 • l 
( 1 + 1) n 
(026) 
c 1 • 1Y - 1 11m As n approaches infinity, the term approaches 1, or 
(1 + i)n n 
125 
126 
(1 + i)n - 1 • l. Thus, the formula for the present value of a perpetual 
(1 + i)n 
annual series is: 
(D27) 
Fomula 027 gives the present value of a single sum that is 
equivalent to a perpetual annual income or cost stream at a specified 
interest rate. Notice that as the thne horizon is increased, the value 
of the residual income stream becomes negligible. 
Present Value of a Perpetual Periodic Series 
Recall equation 020, the formu la for the present value of a 
terminal periodic series: 
[ 
(l + i)n - 1 
VO • a [(1 + i)t- 1}(1 + 
In this case n goes to infinity and equation 020 can be written as: 
V - a [ (1 + i) - 1 ] 
O ll(l + i)t - 1](1 + 1) (D28) 
or: 
~ (1 + i)n - 1 v0 aaliDl t fl.+.. [ ( 1 + i) - 1 )( 1 + (029) 
Separating the te.rms t hat contain n: 
(D30) 
As n approaches 0 + i)n - 1 in£ ini ty, approaches I, so (D30) reduces to 
(1 + i )n 







































Appendix E. Solutions to Problems 
0 ; v 0 (1 + 1) 
; $800.00(1.11) 7 
~ $SOO.OO (2,0762) from column l, Appendix Table Al l 
; $1' 660.96 
1 




; $100,000 (0.6446) fran column 2, Appendix Table A5 
- $64,460 
l 
VO ; $160 X ll 
( 1.07) 
• $160 (0.4751) from column 2, Appendix Tabla A7 
- $76.02 
6 v6 - $6,500(1.07) 
~ $6,500 (1.5007) from column 1, Appendix Table A7 
; $9,754.55 
8 v8 • $2,500(1.10) 
; ~2,500 (2,1436) from column 1, Appendix Table AlO 
~ $5,359.00 
1 6. VO • $100,000 x lO 
(LOS) 
7. 
= $100,000 (0.4632) from column 2 , Appendix Table AS 
- $46,320 . 
14 v14 ; $10.00 x (1.06) 






1 VO • $380,000 X -....:....~ 
(1.10) 2 
~ $380,000 (0.8264) from column 2, Appendix Table A10 
= $314,032 
30 v2~ • $1,000(1.01) 
~ $1,000 (1,3478) from column I, Appendix Table AI 
• $1,34 7. 80 
10. For 18% APR: 
1 "' (1.015) 12 - 1 
ef feet ive 
• 19.56% 
!'or 21% APR: 
i • (1.0175) 12 - 1 
ef feet tve 
• 23.14% 
11. v0 = $3.50 (11.4699) from column 4, Appendix A6 
• $40.14 per acre 
12. v0 • $750.00 (3.7908) from column 4, Appendix Table AlO 
= $2,843.09 
13. v0 = (1,750 ac.)($3.00/ac,/yr.)(12.4622) from column 4, Appendix Table AS 
= $65' 4 26. 55 
14. v20 = (1,750 ac.)(3.00/ac./yr.)(33.0659) from column 3, Appendix Table. AS 
• $173,595.98 








































16. ($Z20,000)(0,209Z) from column 5, ~ppendix Table Al2 
• $46,024.00 
17. a ; $1 20,000 (0.22292) lr~ column 6 , Appendix Table A9 
G $26,748,00 
18. a ~ $88,000 (0. 1256) fTom column 6, Appendix Table All 
G $ll ,OS2.80 
19. vo • $2.00 ; $25.00 
• 08 







V • $118,900 (0.50032) from Appendix C 
0 
• $59,489.24 
V ~ $200, 000 (.07254) from Appendix C 0 
• $14,508.00 
Payback Period • Sl 75•000 • 7 years $25,000 
Payback Period ~ 4 years 
$9 ,000 9,000 9 , 000 
NPV • -$25,000 + l.07 + 2 + 3 
(1.07) (1.07) 
• -$25,000 + $9,000( .9346) + $9,000(. 8734} • $9 ,000(. 8163) 
from col umn 2, Appendix Table A7 
• - $2 5,000 + $8,411.40 • $7,860.60 + 7, 346.70 
- - $1,381.30 
129 
u u 
26. NPV • $36.00 + $150.00 
(1.05)9 (1.05) 16 
~ ($36)(0.6446) + ($150)(0.4581) from column 2, Appendix 
Table AS 






27. NPV • ($350)(0.7473) from column 2, Appendix Table A6, • $261.55 II 
EAI = (NPV)(Capital Recovery Multiplier) = ($261.55)(0.2374) 
= $62.09 II 
Timber yields $62.09 on an equivalent annual basis at 6% interest. 
28. 9 percent 
29. i ~ 8% 
30. Revenues Costs 
Future Future 
Year Amount Value 
.!!!.! Amount Value 
10 $ 150.00 $ 303.88 0 $50.00 $149.94 
21 210.00 276.35 I 20.00 57.67 
28 1,120.00 1,120.00 22 3.50 4. 43 
$1,700.23 $212.04 
L 2 (1700.23- 212.04)(.50032) from Appendix C 
e 
= $744.5 7 per a ere 
31. Rotation MAl L Age (cu.f t.) NPV IRR 
....!. 
15 81.13 $ 32.35 4.8% s 90.34 
20 I 06. 7 5 106.66 6.55* 238.98 
25 118.72 148.68 6.41 284.61* 
30 123.83 166.91 6. 1% 283.85 
35 l25.ll* 168.27* 5. 6% 261.04 







































d. $1.08 each 
e. $200.00 
f. $48.65 
1 ;: r + f + rf 
;: 0.03 + 0.07 + (0. OJ) (0. 0 7) 
= 10.21% 
1 + i 1 r • 1 + f -
1.10 1 
- 1.05 -








































COMPOUND IN'IERESt FORMULAS 
FUTURE VALUE (V ) 
n 
Bracket ed term in column 
l of Appendix A 
Bracketed term in coluSM 
3 of Appendix A 
V0 • J<l + 1): -1 ] L(l + i) - 1 
Rracke ted term in column 
la, lb, or lc cf 
Appendix R 
PRESENT VALUE (V ) 
0 
\ • Vn Ll .,.\)n] 
Bracketed term in column 
2 of Appendix A 
V0 • 8 [(1 + i)n -1] 
:1. (1 + 1)" 
8cacketed term in column 
4 of Appendix A 
v [ 0+1)0 - t o • a 
((l + i)t- 1){1 + 
Bracketed term in colu~ 
2a, 2b, or 2c of 
Appendix 8 
v • 8 
0 1 
v a[o 1 J 0 • n ... i) -












V ~ future value (~alue after period~) 
n 
a • annual or periodic cost or income 
1 ~ interest rate 
n • number of interest bearing periods (usually years) 
t ~ interval between costs or revenues in a terminating periodic series 
I 
Jll l546 
S<Me< of Mi.,;><• PI" Sco~e Um"'""Y· <OCJil«<lln& wilh U.S. O.ponm..1 ol Agricultwe. Pub!;lhod '" flonl1<'10oce nf "'" ol C""8"'"· MJ1y 
•t JO. 1914. HIRMI D. ll'>LMERTR£!. OorOCI<>< 1100·6·H9J 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• 
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